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To:  Planning Commission 

From: Lihuang Wung, Planning Services Division 

Subject: 2014 Annual Amendment Package 
Meeting Date: February 19, 2014 

Memo Date: February 13, 2014 
 
 
At the next meeting on February 19, 2014, the Planning Commission will consider authorizing 
the distribution of the 2014 Annual Amendment Package for public review and setting March 19, 
2014 as the date for a public hearing to receive public comment.  
 
The 2014 Annual Amendment Package includes the following nine applications for amending 
the Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Regulatory Code: 

1. Point Ruston Mixed-Use Center 
2. Point Defiance Park Land Use Policies 
3. Mixed-Use Centers Code Review (MUC-lite) 
4. Affordable Housing Regulations 
5. Container Port Element 
6. Open Space Habitat and Recreation Element 
7. Sustainability Code Amendments 
8. Urban Forestry Landscaping Code Update 
9. Plan and Code Cleanup 

 
The Commission has completed the technical analysis for individual applications and authorized 
their public distribution, and on February 19 will review all applications as a package for internal 
consistency. The review will focus on supplemental information for Applications 3, 6, 7 and 8, as 
shown in Attachments A, B, C and D, respectively.  
 
Upon the Commission’s authorization for public distribution of the 2014 Annual Amendment 
Package and setting the date for a public hearing, staff will proceed with the public notification 
process. The proposed amendments associated with the nine applications and the respective 
staff analysis reports will be compiled into a Public Review Document, along with proper 
background and supportive information such as the environmental determination. We also plan 
to conduct a pre-hearing community informational session on March 12 to provide an additional 
opportunity for interested citizens to learn more about the subject and be prepared to participate 
in the public hearing process.   
 
All relevant information will be posted online at www.cityoftacoma.org/planning with a link to 
“2014 Annual Amendment”. If you have any questions, please contact me at (253) 591-5682 or 
lwung@cityoftacoma.org.  
 
Attachments (4) 
 
c: Peter Huffman, Director 
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2014 Annual Amendment 
Staff Analysis Report 

 

 
 
Application No.: 2014-04 

Proposed Amendment: Mixed-Use Center Code Review 

Applicant: Planning and Development Services 

Location & Size of Area: Mixed-Use Centers 

Current Land Use & Zoning: Mixed-Use Centers, and X-Districts 

Neighborhood Council Area: Citywide 

Staff Contact: Brian Boudet, Planning Services Division 
(253) 573-2389, bboudet@cityoftacoma.org  

Date of Report: February 19, 2014 
 
 
I. Description of the Proposed Amendment: 
 
1. Describe the proposed amendment, including the existing and proposed amendatory language, 

if applicable. 
 

The purpose of this Mixed-Use Centers Code Update Project was to conduct a focused evaluation of the 
existing development requirements applicable within the Neighborhood Mixed-Use Centers, and 
particularly those applicable to mixed-use projects in the core of these districts. The evaluation utilizes 
prototype development scenarios as examples to help identify potential barriers that could be removed 
and/or alternatives that could be pursued that would support this type of development without sacrificing 
the long-term community vision and core principles for the Neighborhood Mixed-Use Centers, which 
include:  

• Mixed-use 
• Dense 
• Pedestrian-oriented 
• Encourage multi-modal transportation 

• Livability 
• Core area is focus of growth and activity 
• Compatible with adjacent neighborhoods  

 
The proposed code amendments include the following key elements:  
 

Core Pedestrian Street: first level use limitations  
• Revise the requirements for street level use on designated core pedestrian streets to allow for 

work/live units 
 

Yard Space Standards  
• Expand the exemptions from the requirement to provide on-site yard space to include: 

o Projects with a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) above 3.0 
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o Projects located within 1⁄4-mile of a park or school with recreational facilities (current 
exemption is at 300 feet) 

o Mixed-use projects that provide ground floor retail or restaurant uses  
• Reduce the per-unit yard space requirement for multi-family and mixed-use structures from 100 

square feet to 50 square feet  
• Provide more flexibility in the types of features that can be provided to meet the yard space 

requirement (courtyards, roof decks, balconies, etc.)  
 

Mass Reduction: Upper Floor Streetfront Stepbacks  
• Revise the current stepback exemption for a “tower” feature to allow it to be located anywhere 

along the pedestrian street frontage (currently limited to just the corner of the building)  
• Clarify that one per street frontage is allowed  

 
Residential Transition Standards: Upper Story Stepbacks  
• Revise the method for calculating this additional height restriction as follows: 

o Revise the starting location of measurement from the edge of the building to the zone 
transition line 

o Revise the starting height from 25 feet to 35 feet (the standard height limit for 
residential zones) 

 
Off-Street Parking  
• Revise the parking exemption for buildings within ten feet of the right-of-way on designated core 

pedestrian streets to include projects that provide commercial space within ten feet of the right-of- 
way on all designated pedestrian streets  

• For extra parking provided by a project, increase the allowed maximum percentage of compact 
stalls from 30% to 50%  

 
2. Describe the intent of the proposed amendment and/or the reason why it is needed. 
 
The mixed-use centers are at the heart of the Comprehensive Plan’s growth and development strategy. 
They are intended to accommodate a significant share of Tacoma’s future population and employment 
growth and be areas that provide a range of housing choices, employment opportunities, transit-
supportive development, pedestrian and bicycle facilities and a mix of shops, services and public spaces. 
Renewing and transforming the mixed-use centers into functional, vibrant, sustainable urban villages is 
critical to achieving the City’s long-term goals and vision for its future. 
 
However, while most of the mixed-use centers were created in the mid-1990’s they have seen relatively 
limited new growth. The purpose of this Mixed-Use Centers Code Update Project is to conduct a focused 
evaluation of the existing development requirements applicable within the Neighborhood Mixed-Use 
Centers, and particularly those applicable to mixed-use projects in the core of these districts. The 
evaluation utilizes prototype development scenarios as examples to work both with internal stakeholders 
and with community development and design professionals to help identify potential barriers and 
alternatives that could be pursued, either on a temporary or permanent basis, without sacrificing the long-
term community vision and core principles for the Neighborhood Mixed-Use Centers. 
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3. Describe the geographical areas associated with the proposed amendment.  Include such 
information as: location, size, parcel number(s), ownership(s), site map, site characteristics, 
natural features, current and proposed Comprehensive Plan land use designations, current and 
proposed zoning classifications, and other appropriate and applicable information for the 
affected area and the surrounding areas. 
 

The proposed amendments are focused on the City’s Mixed-Use Centers, and particularly the eight 
Neighborhood Mixed-Use Centers. 

 
4. Provide any additional background information associated with the proposed amendment. 

 
Additional background information is provided in the Mixed-Use Centers Report, dated February 12, 
2014, prepared by the planning consultant BLRB (see Exhibit A). 
 
 
II.   Analysis of the Proposed Amendment: 
 
1. How does the proposed amendment conform to applicable provisions of State statutes, case law, 

regional policies, the Comprehensive Plan, and development regulations? 
 

As noted above, the proposed amendments are designed to support further growth and development 
within the City’s Mixed-Use Centers, which are a key component of the City’s growth strategy.  While 
there are many, the following provisions of the City’s Comprehensive Plan provide an overview of and 
reflect the importance of mixed-use center development: 

 
GROWTH STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT ELEMENT 
 
Section VI – Mixed-use Centers 
Mixed-use centers are compact, defined areas.  Generally, mixed-use centers are located within a 
larger concentration.  They are distinguishable from the concentration, however, by their focus on 
mixed-use development, pedestrian-orientation and support of public transit.   
 
Mixed-use centers have been designated with the following objectives in mind: 
• Strengthen and direct growth with a concentrated mix of diverse uses (work, housing, and 

amenities) and development toward centers; 
• Create a range of safe, convenient, and affordable housing opportunities and choices; 
• Create walkable and transit-supportive neighborhoods; 
• Build on and enhance existing assets and neighborhood character and identity; 
• Foster efficient provision of services and utility; 
• Reduce dependence on cars and enhance transportation connectivity; 
• Support neighborhood business development; and 
• Encourage sustainable development, including green building techniques, green/plant coverage, 

and low impact development. 
 
The City has defined eighteen (18) mixed-use centers including one located in the urban growth area, 
outside of the city’s limits and two manufacturing/industrial centers.  The mixed-use centers have 
been placed into a hierarchy of different types of centers depending upon the size, scale and 
character of development, mix of uses, and the potential for increases in employment and resident 
population. 
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The downtown center and Tacoma Mall urban center have been additionally designated as regional 
growth centers in Vision 2040, the Central Puget Sound’s growth, economic and transportation 
strategy.  The Port Industrial Area also has been additionally designated as a regional 
Manufacturing/Industrial Center in Vision 2040. 
 
The Four types of Mixed-use Centers and the specific centers that fit within each designation are 
listed below. 
 

* * * 
Neighborhood Center 
The neighborhood center is a concentrated mix of small- to medium-scale development that serves 
the daily needs of center residents, the immediate neighborhood, and areas beyond.  Development 
contains a mix of residential and commercial uses, and the majority of parking is provided within 
structures.  Buildings are generally up to six stories along the commercial corridors, up to three 
stories at the periphery of the centers near single-family districts, and up to four stories in areas 
between the core and the periphery.  They are designed with a compatible character to adjacent 
residential neighborhoods.  The design of the neighborhood center encourages pedestrians and 
bicyclists and its location on a major arterial makes it a convenient and frequent stop for local transit.  
The regional transit network also may directly serve some neighborhood centers. 
 
Designated Neighborhood Centers: 
• 6th Avenue and Pine Street 
• N. 26th and Proctor (Proctor) 
• S. 38th and ‘G’ Street (Lincoln) 
• S. 56th and S. Tacoma Way  
• S. 11th and Martin Luther King Jr. Way (MLK) 
• N. 1st and Tacoma Avenue (Stadium) 
• 6th Avenue and S. Jackson (Narrows) 
• E. 34th and McKinley (McKinley) 
 

 
In addition, the proposed changes are consistent with the Growth Management Act, which requires that 
development regulations shall be consistent with and implement the Comprehensive Plan.  Development 
regulations include, but are not limited to, zoning controls, critical area ordinances, shoreline master 
programs, official controls, planned unit development ordinances, subdivision ordinances, and binding 
site plan ordinances.  The proposed amendments are designed to improve consistency and compatibility 
within the development regulations and between the Comprehensive Plan, zoning classifications and 
development regulations. 
 
2. Would the proposed amendment achieve any of the following objectives? 

• Address inconsistencies or errors in the Comprehensive Plan or development regulations;  
• Respond to changing circumstances, such as growth and development patterns, needs and 

desires of the community, and the City’s capacity to provide adequate services;  
• Maintain or enhance compatibility with existing or planned land uses and the surrounding 

development pattern; and/or  
• Enhance the quality of the neighborhood. 
 

The City’s Comprehensive Plan calls for the Mixed-Use Centers to accommodate a significant portion of 
Tacoma’s allocated employment and population growth.  The proposed amendments are designed to 
support this redevelopment and growth, while ensuring that it still supports the creation of a pedestrian-
oriented, livable community and is reasonably compatible with surrounding neighborhoods. 
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3. Assess the proposed amendment with the following measures: economic impact assessment, 
sustainability impact assessment, health impact assessment, environmental determination, 
wetland delineation study, traffic study, visual analysis, and other applicable analytical data, 
research and studies. 
 

See the attached consultant’s analysis report for additional information.  
 
4. Describe the community outreach efforts conducted for the proposed amendment, and the 

public comments, concerns and suggestions received. 
 

In support of this project, the City retained the services of BLRB Architects to assist in the analysis, 
stakeholder engagement, and drafting of recommendations.  BLRB has prepared a report (Exhibit A) 
which includes an overview of the process and stakeholder engagement, key issues identified, and code 
amendment recommendations.  
 
In addition, over the past few months, staff has discussed the 2014 Annual Amendment package with 
various stakeholder groups, including the Master Builders Association (MBA), other development 
industry representatives, and Neighborhood Councils.  In addition, planning staff has reached out to the 
Community Council, the Cross District Association, and Neighborhood Business Districts, informing 
them of the 2014 Annual Amendment process and offering presentations on the proposed amendments at 
their board meetings.  Additional outreach will occur through and during the Planning Commission and 
City Council’s public hearing and notice processes. 

 
5. Will the proposed amendment benefit the City as a whole?  Will it adversely affect the City’s 

public facilities and services?  Does it bear a reasonable relationship to the public health, safety, 
and welfare? 
 

The proposed amendments are designed to support the achievement of the Comprehensive Plan’s policies 
and focus on appropriate growth focused within the Mixed-Use Centers. 
 
 
III. Staff Recommendation: 

 
Staff recommends that the proposed amendments to the Land Use Regulatory Code, as depicted in 
Exhibit B, be distributed for public review.  Staff will continue to engage in public outreach and provide a 
summary to the Planning Commission prior to the public hearing process which is tentatively scheduled 
for March 19, 2014.  
 
 
IV. Exhibits: 
 
A. BLRB Mixed-Use Centers Report, dated February 12, 2014 
B. Proposed Amendments to the Tacoma Municipal Code, Chapter 13.06 
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PURPOSE  

Mixed-Use Centers were created in the mid-1990’s as a key strategy to accommodate 
expected future growth and rejuvenate many of the city’s struggling business districts. They 
were designed to promote principles of urban design which attract people to live and work in 
functional, vibrant, sustainable “urban villages” better utilizing our transportation and utility 
infrastructure and easing development pressure on our region’s growth boundary. 
 
In the two decades since their creation there has been relatively little development. It was 
expected that these revised regulations would generate interest from the development 
community but the results have failed to meet expectations. 
   
The goal of this report is to identify city policies or regulations that may be impeding desired 
development activity and to suggest alternatives that may be pursued which strengthen the 
community vision and reinforce core principles.   
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EVALUATION PROCESS  

The Mixed-Use Centers Zoning Code Update project is designed to evaluate the existing 
regulatory standards applicable within the neighborhood centers and identify potential 
barriers to achieving the desired results.  
 
The planning department initiated this process by identifying one potential development site 
in three separate neighborhood mixed-use centers.  Each site is located on the center’s 
designated core pedestrian street near the primary intersection.  A prototype building design 
was created for evaluation on the three individual sites.  Details on the prototype and sites 
can be found in Appendices A and B.  The first review phase was completed by city staff and 
included a matrix that referenced applicable land-use code section requirements to each of 
the three sites, significant observations, and an environmental services pre-submittal 
checklist (see Appendices C-F).    
 
The second phase of the work was completed by BLRB Architects.  The goal of this phase was 
to identify the obstacles that would be encountered in a typical private development process.    
We researched the municipal land-use code and regulations that include occupancy/use, 
envelope standards, height bonuses, yard space, landscape buffering,  zone transition, off-
street parking, façade articulation, upper story step-backs, mass reduction, roofline standards, 
windows/openings/transparency requirements, façade surface standards, pedestrian 
standards, fencing/screening standards, utilities, traffic, and storm water requirements. 
 
A pre-development meeting was held with city staff to present our code review data.  City 
staff included experts from planning, environmental services, traffic, fire, and engineering.  
We verified our assumptions, listened to feedback from the staff, and identified additional 
constraints, requirements, and city processes that are not described in the code.  Each 
department expressed clear goals for how new development could interface with city 
infrastructure for optimum results.   
 
We concluded our research with a workshop where the study team and city staff interviewed 
a group of local developers.  The goal of the meeting was to identify the real and perceived 
obstacles that hinder development in Tacoma.  We solicited their input and listened to their 
values, concerns, and ideas for potential solutions.  Details of this meeting are found in 
Appendix H. 
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PROTOTYPE BUILDING  

At the heart of a vibrant, functional, and sustainable urban 
neighborhood is a successful mix of choices for housing, 
shopping, services, employment, mass transit, biking, walking, 
and various public amenities for gathering and playing.  
 
The basis of our evaluation is a 100’ x 100’ prototype building 
provided by the city.  The building’s relatively narrow width 
combined with high density represents a realistic size and scale of 
an infill project given the city’s lot sizes and the difficulty in 
assembling multiple lots for larger developments.   
 
The building program includes the following: 
 

• Retail -  at the street level;  type 1A construction 
• Live-Work -  alternate in place of retail/office;  type 1A 

construction 
• Office – at the second level;  type 5A construction  
• Dwelling Units - 8 units per floor for 3-4 floors;  type 5A 

construction  
• Penthouse Units - 4 top floor units with mezzanine and private 

deck;  type 5A construction 
• Parking – at grade, below grade or above street level 
• Access - parking access off the rear alley; pedestrian access from 

the main street 
• Circulation - two exit stairs; one elevator 
• Entry – minimal lobby 
• Other - utilities, garbage and mechanical equipment as needed  
• Yard Space - decks as required 
 

Modifications to the prototype were required to align the design with site constraints and 
industry standards.  Changes made included adapting the prototype to a flat site, adding a 
refuse/recycling area near the alley, and revising parking circulation.  The building footprint 
was also modified for each site to adapt the prototype to the lot depth (see appendix G for 
each revised prototype).   
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SITE ANALYSIS  

Proctor Mixed-Use Center 

• 100’ wide x 122’ deep  
• NCX  zone; adjacent to RCX zone on the east 
• Corner lot at the intersection of  North 26th & Adams Street 
• One block east of the primary intersection at 26th & Proctor 
• North 26th street is a designated core pedestrian street 
• Adjacent to existing one story retail on the west 
• Across the street from Washington Elementary School to the east 
• Alley access on the north – 16’ wide right of way 
• Pedestrian access on the south from N. 26th – 80’ wide right of way 
• 45’ height limit | 65’ height limit with bonus 
 
Martin Luther King Jr. Mixed-Use Center   

• 100’ wide x 130’ deep  
• NCX  zone; adjacent to RCX zone on the east 
• Mid block lot between South 14th and 15th streets on Martin 

Luther King Jr. Way 
• Three blocks south of the primary intersection at 11th & Martin 

Luther King Jr. Way 
• Martin Luther King Jr. Way is a designated core pedestrian street 
• Adjacent to existing one story single family and multifamily 

residential 
• Across the street from existing underutilized retail 
• Alley access on the east – 20’ wide right of way 
• Pedestrian access on the west from MLK – 80’ wide right of way 
• 45’ height limit | 85’ height limit with bonus 
 
56th & South Tacoma Way Jr. Mixed-Use Center   

• 45’ height limit | 85’ height limit with bonus 
• 100’ wide x 110’ deep 
• NCX zone; adjacent to RCX zone on the Mid block lot between 

South 52nd and 53rd streets on South Tacoma Way 
• Four blocks north of the primary intersection at 56th & South 

Tacoma Way 
• South Tacoma Way is a designated core pedestrian street 
• Adjacent to existing one story commercial and surface parking 
• Across the street from existing underutilized commercial 
• Alley access on the east – 20’ wide right of way 
• Pedestrian access on the west from South Tacoma Way – 100’ wide 

right of way 
• 45’ height limit | 85’ height limit with bonus 
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DEVELOPER OUTREACH FEEDBACK 

The study team and city staff initiated a workshop meeting with five local developers.  Three 
other developers were interviewed over the phone.  The meeting was two-hours long and 
was structured as an informal discussion.  A series of questions were asked, and we recorded 
their observations and opinions.  The information below is a representation of what we heard.  
 
Each development project has unique influences, challenges, and opportunities that shape 
buildings and their neighborhoods.  These influences can be organized into major categories 
such as market (supply, demand, and median income), lending/finance, and regulations.  
These factors exist in each market but the magnitude of each attribute varies for each 
neighborhood, city, and region.   
 
A predominant factor that shapes development in Tacoma is market economics.  Tacoma is a 
blue collar city with industrial roots.  Our median income is 26% lower than Seattle, the 
closest major urban center.  Our top-10 employers are the military, public schools and 
universities, health care, local and state government, and retail stores.  Few of our major 
employers are in high-paying industries, and this limits the maximum rents the market can 
demand.  Market factors are very complex and difficult to change. 
 
Tacoma is also limited because it is a secondary financial market.  Low rents result in low 
yields and increased risk for investors and eliminate Tacoma from the consideration of 
national banks and institutional real estate investors.  Nearly all development that occurs in 
Tacoma is completed by local developers and financed by local banking.  Once local 
developers build the market and it achieves strong fundamentals, the market has potential to 
be viable for the institutional market.  The key to financial improvement is to collaborate with 
local developers and help them be successful. 
 
The goal of this study was to uncover regulatory and policy obstacles that hinder 
development in the neighborhood mixed-use centers.  Developer feedback was definitive 
that city policy and regulations was not the obstacle for development.  They unanimously 
believed Tacoma market conditions were the primary obstacle.  Larger scale developers did 
not have difficulty having access to capital, but access to financing was a major issue for the 
small scale developers.  
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DEVELOPER OUTREACH FEEDBACK 

Developers praised the performance of city staff and policies.  There were positive opinions 
about the current city leadership and economic development activities.  The Tacoma 
Planning and Development Services (PDS) process was universally considered the best in the 
region.  The Fire Department and Tacoma Public Utilities were the only two city entities that 
were negatively described.  In both cases, developers expressed concerns that these groups 
made unilateral decisions that sometimes had major negative impacts to budget and 
schedule.  Examples included requirements for major sprinkler upgrades to existing buildings 
during annual inspections, city installation of water service that was not competitively priced, 
and requirements to incorporate an oversized above-ground power vault not identified until 
construction.   
 
Using current market conditions, the developers believed most projects today are not viable, 
based solely upon on-site development costs.  The cost of new development is nearly double 
the price of an existing structure and it is more viable to renovate existing buildings than to 
build new.  If a new project is viable, the margins are so thin that any amount of off-site 
project costs can kill the deal.   
 
Their recommendation is to focus on modifying development regulations that are the most 
likely to: a) improve market economics and financial market obstacles and b) be considerate 
of the financial challenges confronted by our local developers, minimizing unnecessary on-
site and off-site expenses.    
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS    

The study process involved rigorous investigation of individual land-use regulatory 
requirements, and their impacts on the prototype building.  The barriers and obstacles 
encountered, and potential solutions to consider, are described below.  
 

Section 13.06.300.D – Land Use Requirements  

Requirement – Multi-family uses are prohibited at street level along core pedestrian streets.  An 
exception allows entrances, lobbies, and common facilities for uses above or behind street level.  This 
exception is limited to 75’ or 50% of the façade, whichever is less.   

Finding 1.0 –The retail demand fluctuates with the economy and this requirement may be a barrier to 
a successful development.  The developers identified this requirement as one of the most challenging 
on-site requirements.  Moreover, the vibrancy of urban streets is not dependant on 100% commercial 
use. Successful neighborhoods are often a messy mix of many uses with high levels of activity.    

Recommendation 1.0 – Create flexibility that allows for adaptability to market fluctuations.  

a.  Revise the requirements for street level use on designated core pedestrian streets to include 
work/live space. 

b.  Shorten the length of designated core pedestrian streets around the primary intersections.  This 
will create more compact and active retail cores and enable developers to meet market demands 
for space.  This revision must include revising the parking requirement exemption to be tied to 
designated pedestrian streets rather than designated core pedestrian streets 
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS    

Section 13.06.300G - Yard Space Standards  

Requirement – Projects with a zero-lot line typology are 
required to provide a minimum 35 square foot deck or 
patio for each tenant and a rooftop deck that is accessible 
to all tenants, visible to multiple dwelling units, has access 
to sunlight, and includes landscaping, furniture, and 
lighting.  

There is an exception to this requirement for projects 
located within 300-feet of a public park or public school. 
Only one of the three sites can take advantage of this 
exception. 

Finding 2.0 – Yard space requirements are challenging for 
small scale projects like the prototype building.  Large 
projects have open spaces between building wings due to 
the optimum configuration of housing units, while small 
zero lot line projects do not.  A small project would likely 
need to displace critical housing units to make space for a 
roof patio.     

Requiring yard space for every resident is a somewhat suburban concept and one that over time will 
be increasingly difficult to meet. This is particularly true for the denser type of developments that are 
envisioned for the core areas of the mixed use centers.  Moreover, there are major aesthetic 
implications for this requirement as well as water intrusion concerns and weaknesses in the building 
envelope at the roof decks and. Patios and roof decks are beneficial amenities and pleasant design 
features but should be amenities utilized to differentiate product and not baseline code requirements.  
This requirement is unrealistic, cost-prohibitive, and a potential aesthetic eyesore.   

The intent of this requirement is to enhance the livability of these dense urban areas by providing yard 
space for residents, including children. It is debatable whether this requirement resolves this concern.  
Unit patios are not ideal play environments, and a roof deck would be a marginal outdoor play space. 

The exception for proximity to a public park or school is also challenging.  The implication is that if 
there is not a park within a set distance, it is the responsibility of the developer to provide one.  

Recommendation 2.0 – Revise requirements to better reflect the vision of an urban village. 

a.  Remove the yard space requirement for projects with a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) above 2.5.  This will 
eliminate all neighborhood mixed-use centers from being governed by this section while 
retaining the section for the lower density neighborhoods for which it is more appropriate.   

b.  Revise the existing exception from 300-feet to one quarter mile. This is the commonly accepted 
walking distance for urban neighborhood living.  All three sites would be exempt from the yard 
space requirement with a more reasonable walking distance requirement. 
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS    

Section 13.06.501.H.2 – Mass Reduction: Upper Floor Streetfront Stepbacks  

Requirement  – Step the building façade back at either the 5th or 6th floor (depending on the width of 
the right-of-way).  There is an exception that allows a maximum 25’ width of façade to ignore the 
stepback requirement for a distinctive corner tower element such as a turret. 

Finding 3.0 – The intent of the stepback requirement is to limit the vertical proportions of the 
streetscape to achieve neighborhood scale and provide access to daylight on the sidewalk. 

If underground parking is desired, the options for locating stair towers are limited, and the front 
façade is a likely location.  Front or corner stairways are a direct conflict with this section. 

This section unnecessarily creates a subjective preference for buildings with corner towers and turrets 

Recommendation 3.0 – Expand the exception to increase the ability of the designer and developer to 
better utilize restrictive sites and improve potential design solutions.   

a.  Revise the corner tower exception to allow the 25’ wide stepback exemption anywhere along the 
façade.  Corner lots would be allowed one exemption per street facade. 
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS    

Section 13.06.503A – Residential Transition Standards: Upper Story Stepback  

Requirement  –For properties across an alley from a residential zone the rear façade of the building 
must not intercept a 45-degree angle beginning from the inside edge of the required landscape buffer 
and 25’ above finish grade. 

Finding 4.0 – Although this requirement did not specifically impact our three selected sites our 
discussions with City staff and developers indicated that this has, in some cases, been quite 
problematic, and so we examined the affect it would have made on our project should the zone across 
the alley have been residential. The result was a reduction of nearly half the potential dwelling units.  

Recommendation 4.0 – Revise the regulation in such a way to minimize impact to the mixed use 
development while remaining sensitive to the scale of the residential neighborhood.  Below are three 
options for consideration which can be adopted by themselves or in combination.   

a.  revise the starting location of the 45-degree angle to the edge of the residential zone 

b.  revise the starting height of the 45-degree angle to 35’. This is the standard height limit for 
residential zones. 

c.  change the requirement to a single required step back of 12’-15’ at the fourth floor. 
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS    

Section 13.06.510 – Off-Street Parking & Storage Areas  

Requirement – The three study sites were all exempt from off-street 
parking requirements. Without the exemption the required number of 
parking stalls would vary from 41-71 depending on whether the building 
contained commercial office space.     

Finding 5.0–While there is a continued trend toward reduced off-street 
parking our design takes into consideration current market demand. Our 
goal was to achieve minimum on-site parking equal to one stall per 
dwelling unit (35-38 units per prototype design).  All project sites are flat 
with vehicle access from the alley.  We explored three separate parking 
configurations.   

The parking at grade scheme was the lowest cost option and resulted in 23 
parking stalls.  This design accommodated 16 stalls within the building 
footprint and 7 stalls off the alley.  This scheme is available for all project 
sites and achieves 56% of the desired minimum stalls.  This scheme is 
limited to 16 structured parking stalls and would not qualify for the height 
bonus. 

The parking above scheme resulted in 32 parking stalls. This design 
incorporates two parking decks within the height of the first floor retail, 
maximizing parking stalls without excavation.  The second level is reached 
via an internal ramp.  This scheme is available for all project sites and 78% 
of the desired minimum stalls.  This option would qualify for the height 
bonus.  

The parking below scheme resulted in 47 parking stalls. This design 
incorporates two parking areas, a smaller deck at grade and a full site deck 
below grade that is accessed via an internal ramp.  The underground deck 
is only viable for lots with depth of 130’ or longer.  This scheme provides 
100% of the desired minimum stalls and would qualify for the height 
bonus. 

Parking has a significant impact on a building’s design. It can be 
expensive and complicated; especially on small urban infill sites. Flexibility 
is critical to addressing these issues and to promoting density.  Also, the 
current requirement for the amount of compact stalls is the same within 
the mixed use centers as it is elsewhere.  It’s reasonable to assume users 
will expect these areas to be a bit denser than the other areas of town. 

Recommendation 5.0 – Revise requirements to create more flexibility 
and to encourage density in all areas of the mixed use center. 

a.  increased percentage of allowed compact stalls in mixed use districts 

b.  revise the parking exemption for buildings within ten feet of the 
right-of-way on designated core pedestrian streets to include projects 
that provide commercial space within ten feet of the right-of-way on 
all designated pedestrian streets 
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Some opportunities were uncovered that warrant further evaluation but are outside the scope of this 
study. Below are brief findings and recommendations for guiding future considerations. 

Finding 6.0 – The requirements for off-site improvements such as utilities, storm water, sewer, 
sidewalks, etc. create additional challenges for potential development. The current requirements do 
not take into account the project size and thus they become out of scale and seem not to be equitable 
for smaller development. 

Recommendation 6.0 – Create more flexibility for off-site improvements by providing exceptions 
based on project size. These exceptions would need to take into account a prioritization of which 
improvements are most critical. The smaller the project the more exceptions become available.  

Finding 7.0 – Navigating the zoning code is difficult because each and every section is not labeled as 
is found in other industry codes such as the International Building Code. 

Recommendation 7.0 – Label each and every section of the zoning code in a similar style to the 
International Building Code. 

Finding 8.0 – Street Level commercial space is not always in demand. The idea of adapting this space 
to residential triggers change of use obstacles for future commercial use.  

Recommendation 8.0 – Study further the creation of a work-live amendment to the IBC which aligns 
itself with the purpose and flexibility of the zoning code revision.  

Finding 9.0 – The permitting process often times created frustration and/or additional expense due 
to information about project requirements being omitted, misunderstood or presented late in the 
process. Moreover, when project challenges emerge, both the Fire Department and Tacoma Public 
Utilities were viewed as groups which tended to be less cooperative, flexible, and/or supportive in 
light of the other departments which were viewed more as solution oriented partners or advocates. 

Recommendation 9.0 – Study further the obstacles and potential solutions for better serving the 
development community. Consider the concept of a single contact ‘concierge-like’ position to assist 
the client in the navigation of the permitting and inspection process and to assist in expedient, clear 
and solution oriented communication between departments and with the client. 

Finding 10.0 – The design standards provide an approach to eliminating poor design through a 
prescriptive methodology. This restricts the design team by eliminating a multitude of creative design 
options - many of which may better realize the mixed use center’s core principles and vision. 

Recommendation 10.1 – Further evaluate and develop the design standards to avoid unnecessary 
restraints and unintended stylistic tendencies.  

Recommendation 10.2 – Create an alternative approach that is simple and flexible, such as an 
administrative design review, which requires projects to meet or exceed the intent of the design 
standards. It should provide answers within a quick and predictable timeframe and approval/denial 
should be based on a document that clearly identifies the intent of each design standard. 
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APPENDIX ‘A’  

City of Tacoma Project Summary 
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APPENDIX ‘B’  

Prototype Building with Zoning Comments 
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type va construction (occ R2/R1)...limited to 12k/5st/65ft (65 ft measured from 3hr...total height limited to 75' from lowest fd access) stories with full 13 sprinkler (with quick response heads)...38,000sf/story with 2-20ft yards
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419.1.1 Limitations. The following shall apply to all live/work areas: 1. The live/work unit is permitted to be not greater than 3,000 square feet (279 m2) in area; 2. The nonresidential area is permitted to be not more than 50 percent of the area of each live/work unit; 3. The nonresidential area function shall be limited to the first or main floor only of the live/work unit; and 4. Not more than five nonresidential workers or employees are allowed to occupy the nonresidential area at any one time.
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419.1.1 Limitations. The following shall apply to all live/work areas: 1. The live/work unit is permitted to be not greater than 3,000 square feet (279 m2) in area; 2. The nonresidential area is permitted to be not more than 50 percent of the area of each live/work unit; 3. The nonresidential area function shall be limited to the first or main floor only of the live/work unit; and 4. Not more than five nonresidential workers or employees are allowed to occupy the nonresidential area at any one time.
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502.2 Vehicle Space Size. Car parking spaces shall be 96 inches (2440 mm) minimum in width.  Van parking spaces shall be 132 inches (3350 mm) minimum in width.EXCEPTION: Van parking spaces shall be permitted to be 96 inches (2440 mm) minimum in width where the adjacent access aisle is 96 inches (2440 mm) minimum in width.502.3 Vehicle Space Marking. Car and van parking spaces shall be marked to define the width.Where parking spaces are marked with lines, the width measurements of parking spaces and adjacent access aisles shall be made from the centerline of the markings.  502.4 Access Aisle. Car and van parking spaces shall have an adjacent access aisle complying with Section 502.4.502.4.1 Location. Access aisles shall adjoin an accessible route. Two parking spaces shall be permitted to share a common access aisle.  Access aisles shall not overlap with the vehicular way. Parking spaces shall be permitted to have access aisles placed on either side of the car or van parking space. Van parking spaces that are angled shall have access aisles located on the passenger side of the parking space.502.4.2 Width. Access aisles serving car and van parking spaces shall be 60 inches (1525mm) minimum in width.502.4.3 Length. Access aisles shall extend thefull length of the parking spaces they serve.
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505.2.1 Mezzanine Area limitation. The aggregate area of a mezzanine or mezzanines within a room shall be not greater than one-third of the floor area of that room or space in which they are located. The enclosed portion of a room shall not be included in a determination of the floor area of the room in which the mezzanine is located. In determining the allowable mezzanine area, the area of the mezzanine shall not be included in the floor area of the room.
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Callout
max mezzanine area is 458sf 1/3 area of room
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APPENDIX ‘C’  

City of Tacoma Matrix 

 



SITE/MU Center Proctor MLK 56th and STW 

Zoning District NCX 
Corner 122’x100’ w 16’ alley 

NCX 
Interior 130’x100’ w 20’ alley 

NCX  
Interior  110’x100’ w 20’ alley 

Height Limit  
13.06.300 E 
X-Dist height bonus 
Standard/L1 bonus/L2 bonus 

45/65/NA 
Ground Floor Retail = 5 ft 
Residential use = 10 ft 
Need additional L1 feature to get 
to 65 ft height. 
Not enough height for 
penthouse w avail bonus 

45/65/85 
Ground Floor Retail = 5 ft 
Residential use = 10 ft 
Need additional L1 feature to get 
to 65 ft height and the L2 
contribution of .5% of building 
value to open space fund to get 
to building height of 80’ 

Same as MLK 

Core Pedestrian Street Yes – N 26th St (80’ wide) Yes – MLK (80’ wide) Yes – STW (100’ wide) 

Parking Requirements 
13.06.510 Table 2 
Retail 2.5/1000 
Office: 2.5/1000 
Res: 1/unit 
Core Ped St frontage reduces 
requirements to 0 required. 

Retail: 8500 sf = 21.25 
Office: 8390 sf = 20.975 
Res: 22 units = 30/32 with 6 
Penthouse units 
Total = 72.225 r/o = 72/74 
- Basement garage will not 

accommodate 36 cars stalls 
- Alley parking will be reduced 

for driveway and utilities 
- If parking provided there 

must be handicap parking 

Same as Proctor Same as Proctor 

Residential X-Dist Yard Space 
13.06.510  
100sf/du for MU development 

2200 sf req’d 
No yard space provided at grade 
Need Rooftop Deck = 50% 
Need Balconies for du’s = 50% 

3000 sf req’d 
No yard space provided at grade 
Need Rooftop Deck = 50% 
Need Balconies for du’s = 50% 

Same as Proctor 

Mass Reduction Standards 
- Façade Articulation 
- 13.06.510 H.1 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

a. Two articulation features 
 

1)  Vertical Piers;  
2) Need different weather 

1) Vertical piers, and 
2)  Roofline modulation 

Same as STW 
 



protection elements 

b. Non Res façade 3 features 1) storefront windows/entries 
2) storefront weather protection 
3) change in building material 

Same as Proctor Same as Proctor 

SITE/MU Center Proctor MLK 56th and STW 

c. Res portion of MU building 
3 features 

1)Vertical building modulation 
2) Roofline modulation 
3) Vertical modulation of facade 

Same as Proctor Same as Proctor 

- Upper Floor stepbacks 
13.06.510 H.2 

Must have 8 ft stepback at the 
5th floor or corner feature 

Yes - 6th Floor, 10 ft stepback w 
100 ROW 

Must have 8 ft stepback at the 
5th floor  

- Max façade widths 
- 13.06.510 H.3 

N/A for building under 120 ft Same as Proctor Same as Proctor 
 

X-Dist Roofline standards 
- Roofline modulation 
- 13.06.510 I.1 

Need modulation if no 
penthouse (modulation) 

OK with penthouse modulation OK with penthouse modulation 

- Flat Roof Standards 
- 13.06.510 I.2 

Yes – Balcony/deck railings Yes – Balcony/deck railings Yes – Balcony/deck railings 

X-Dist Windows and 
Openings 
- Street Level Transparency 
- 13.06.501 J.1 

Yes Yes Yes 

- Upper Level Transparency 
- 13.06.501 J.2 

Yes Yes Yes 

- Window Trim Detailing 
- 13.06.501 J.3 

No shown but do-able Same as Proctor Same as Proctor 

X-Dist Façade Surface 
Standards 
- Street Level Transparency 
13.06.501 K 

Yes Yes Yes 



X-Dist Pedestrian Standards 
- Customer Entrances 
13.06.501 L.1 

Yes Yes Yes 

X-Dist Pedestrian Standards 
- Street Level Protection 
13.06.501 L.2 

Yes Yes Yes 

X-Dist Fencing and Utility 
Standards 
- Utility Screening 
13.06.501 M.1  

   

a. Rooftop Yes Yes Yes 

b. All ground level    

c. Service, loading and 
garbage areas 

Not shown; will take up 2 off-
alley parking stalls 

Same as Proctor Same as Proctor 

X-District Landscaping 
- 13.06.502 D  
- Street Trees 3/100 ft 

Yes – 5 shown Yes – 5 shown Yes – 5 shown 

Transit Support Facilities 
- 13.06.511 D.1 
Facility standards 
- Retail 5,000-10,000sf req’s 

2 benches and pads 
- Multi-family 30-60 units 

req’s 2 benches and pads 
 

Not shown  
There are multiple bus stops 
within 500 ft 

Not shown 
There are multiple bus stops 
within 500 ft 

Not shown 
There are multiple bus stops 
within 500 ft 

Pedestrian and bicycle 
support standards 
- 13.06.512 D 
- Bicycle Parking 

5% of 72 required parking stalls =  
4 spaces required 

- None shown 

5% of 72 required parking stalls =  
4 spaces required 
None shown 

5% of 72 required parking stalls =  
4 spaces required 
None shown 
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APPENDIX ‘D’  

City of Tacoma Significant Observations 
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Mixed Use Building Prototype – Significant Observations 

Project 

Six (6) story, 80-foot high, mixed use building with retail at the street level, office or 
live/work apartments (associated with street level retail) on the 2nd floor, eight residential 
units on each of the 3rd, 4th and 5th floors and a 6th floor with four (4) penthouse units 
with mezzanine sections. Building would have basement level parking and additional 
parking provided off the alley. The building footprint is 100 feet by 100 feet. 

The building was projected for construction on test sites located on Core Pedestrian 
Streets in three different Mixed-Use Centers (Proctor, Martin Luther King and 56th 
St/South Tacoma Way). The Proctor site is located on a corner, while the other two 
sites are mid-block. 

Tacoma City Staff Reviewing Project 

John Harrington, Principal Planner – Land Use Regulatory Code 

Christina Garcia, Associate Engineer – Storm Water and Public Works Department 
Design Manuals 

Cory Newton, Associate Engineer – Public Works Department Design Manual 

Barrett Hayes, Associate Engineer – International Building Code 

Jennifer Kammerzell, Associate Engineer – Traffic  

Conditions 

1. Zoning: Neighborhood-Commercial Mixed Use (NCX) district fronting on a Core 
Pedestrian Street with an alley along the rear property line and bus stop within 500 
feet. 

2. Lot size: 100 ft wide and 110-130 ft deep with alley frontage in rear of building 

Findings 

The prototype was reviewed for compliance with existing land use, site development 
and building codes. The major issues for each section are discussed below.  
 
1. Land Use Regulatory Code 
 

a. 80-foot building height. The height of the building is limited to 65 feet in the 
Proctor Mixed Use District with available height bonuses, so a floor would have 
to be removed, with the Penthouse level being the most likely level. If one of the 
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shorter residential stories is removed, additional small reductions to the height of 
the basement and street levels would need to happen. 

 
b. Parking.   

 
i. Basement garage will not accommodate 36 cars. Using minimum parking area 

design standards and ADA requirements, the maximum number of stalls inside 
the building is reduced to 16. However, there are small spaces that could be 
used for motorcycle and bicycle parking. The alternate design also affords 
utility space under the ramp coming into the building.   

ii. Parking on the alley was counted on both the parking level plan and the 
ground floor plan. If a four (4) foot wide walkway space could be designed into 
the alley side of the building, a realistic number of five (5) parking spaces 
could be provided off of a 20-foot wide alley. Additional stalls need to be 
removed for parking garage driveway, garbage receptacles and utilities 
vents/vaults. The Proctor District site only has a 16-foot wide alley, so that 
would eliminate parking off the alley. 

 
c. X- District Yard Space Requirement. 100 square feet is required per residential 

unit, totaling 3,000 square feet of yard space for the project. This requirement 
causes a significant problem given the zero-lot line, 100x100 foot building 
footprint. Half the requirement can be accomplished by providing balconies for 
the residential units. Achieving the remaining 1,500 square feet is problematic 
and would have to be obtained at rooftop or ground level and open to all 
residents of the building. 

 
d. Upper Floor Step Back. This requirement is problematic for the Proctor and 

Martin Luther King Mixed-Use Centers where the Core Pedestrian Street is only 
80 feet wide requiring an eight (8) foot upper floor step back at the 5th floor 
versus the 6th floor as the prototype is designed. This can be accomplished by 
reducing the footprint of the 5th floor, with a likely reduction of two residential 
units. 
 

e. X-District Roofline Standards. The Proctor site, already handicapped by the 65 
foot height limit, must also step back the 5th floor and lose two more residential 
units (using the alternate 6-unit penthouse floor plan without mezzanine). 
 

f. Bicycle Parking.  While the parking requirement of 72 car stalls for the project is 
negated by the location on a core pedestrian street, bicycle parking requirement 
is figured at 5 percent of that 72 stall requirement, resulting in four stalls being 
required for the project.  A space for bicycles could be realized by modulating the 
building near the ground floor front/left entry.  
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2. Building Code 
 

a. Live work units. There are a number of limitations in the code regarding live/work 
areas: 
i. These units are limited to a maximum of 3,000 sq ft. each, with no more than 

50% of floor area being non-residential.   
ii. The non-residential area function is limited to the first or main floor only if a 

live work unit.  
iii. Not more than five (5) non-residential workers or employees are allowed to 

occupy the non-residential area at any one time. 
 

The prototype building is more dynamic in space utilization possibilities without 
live/work units. In this case study, it would be better to have the 2nd floor be 
offices and have any office or retail workers simply live in one of the many 
residential units in the building. 
 

b. Construction Materials. 
i. Type VA Construction (occ R2/R1).  This type of construction is limited to 5 

stories (65 feet) as measured from the 3 hour.  
ii. Type IA Construction.  This portion of the building requires 3-hour F.R. 

throughout. 
iii. A 3-hour F.R. separation is required between the first residential floor and top 

non-residential floor. 
iv. 1-hour wall is required with 25% maximum openings in walls of stories that 

are stepped back from the property line. 
v. 1-hour wall is required with no openings in walls at the property line. 

 
c. Building Egress.  A minimum 44-inch wide exit discharge path is required for the 

exit at the rear corner of the building at ground level.  However, this would just 
empty the pedestrians onto the alley with its vehicle traffic and no walkway. 

 
d. Mezzanine Area Limitation.  The aggregate area of a mezzanine within a room 

shall be not greater than 1/3 of the floor area of that room or space in which they 
are located.  The enclosed portion of a room shall not be included in a 
determination of the floor area of the room in which the mezzanine is located.  In 
determining the allowable mezzanine area, the area of the mezzanine shall not 
be included in the floor area of the room.  For the prototype penthouse units, the 
maximum mezzanine area is limited to 458 square feet (1/3 area of the room). 

 
3. Environmental Services Engineering. There are a number of common stormwater 

management and wastewater conveyance improvements required for each site, 
none of which pose major problems for this project. Some requirements are driven 
by the specific proposal as follows: 

 
a. Dumpsters that will be used for wet or moist trash, and all garbage compactors, 

shall be on a separate pad that drains to the sanitary sewer system.  Cardboard 
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compactors are not required to drain to sanitary.  This requirement will likely 
further erode the number of parking stalls available off the alley. 

b. The covered parking is required to drain t the sanitary system and an oil/water 
separator shall be provided. 

 
 
4. Construction Engineering.  There are a number of common off-street improvements 

required for each site (ADA curb ramps, replacement of damaged sidewalk and new 
alley returns).  Some of the requirements are driven by the specific site and existing 
improvements in the rights-of-way. The following is a list of significant issues for this 
project. 

 
a. Alley parking will require new facilities to support those stalls including an 

appropriate pedestrian system (sidewalk, ramps, etc) will need to be constructed 
to ensure safe pedestrian passage to the building. 

 
b. Common walkways through parking garage delineated with visible and tactile 

methods, with easily identified entrances ensure accessible pedestrian travel 
 
5. Traffic Engineering.  The following are requirements for developments of this size 

and approximate locations: 
 

a. Traffic Impact Analysis that includes trip generation and distribution 
 

i. Developments near a traffic signal with a poor level of service, e.g. S. 56th & 
South Tacoma Way may need to conduct a signal analysis and propose 
mitigation of new trips.  The projects identified on the South Tacoma Way 
map would likely not trigger that detailed analysis, but it does depend on type 
of transportation land use. 

 
b. Walkways.  Walkways need to be provided for alley parking – pedestrians should 

not be walking in the vehicular travel-way.  
 
c. Garage parking 

 
i. Parking lots must meet minimum City standards (aisle width 14’-20’, parking 

stall sizes, 5-foot buffer from end of dead end aisles, 15% maximum slope) 
ii. If the entrance ramp is sloped down, adequate sight distance for vehicles 

entering the garage must be provided so that that cars backing into stalls 
nearest the entrance can be seen.  A mirror would provide sight distance. 

iii. If the exit ramp is sloped up, adequate sight distance for vehicles exiting the 
garage and entering traffic must be provided.  A mirror would provide sight 
distance. 

 
d. Alleys must be at least 20-feet wide to allow for perpendicular parking off the 

alley.  This is not the case in the Proctor site. 
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e. If the property is on a corner lot (for example the Proctor MUC site), the first 

parking stall in the alley or the entrance to the garage should be at least 20 ft 
from the sidewalk to prevent vehicles from backing over the sidewalk. 
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APPENDIX ‘E’  

Off-site Requirements 

 



These are my comments for 3803 N 26th St 
• TMC 2.19.040 requires off-site improvements for all new building construction. 

o The proposed constructions accesses off the alley which consists of concrete panels and 
meets the requirements of being paved, however,  the alley approach fronting Adams St 
would need to be replaced to current standards . 

o Existing curb and gutter is required to be replaced when it is broken, damage, or 
hazardous. Additionally the two driveway approaches located on N Adams would need 
to be removed.  Because of this it appears that new curb and gutter would be required 
along both N 26th & N Adams frontages. 

o Existing sidewalk is required to be replaced if it is broken, damaged, hazardous, or does 
not meet current standards.  Based on the running slopes of the driveways along N 
Adams, and without doing a site visit, these sidewalks most likely do not meet the 2% 
cross slope requirement.  The sidewalk on N 26th appears to be damaged as well.  
Therefore,  the sidewalk would need to be replaced as well. 

o Pedestrian improvement, specifically curb ramps are typically required when they don’t 
meet current ADA/PROWAG standard, however,  the Washington Elementary Remodel 
will be addressing these issues this summer. 

o All needed utilities are located in N 26th street.  N 26th is asphalt over concrete panels.  
Restoration shall follow standard plan SU-14a.  Additionally, a grind and overlay may be 
required to consolidate all trench/excavations required. 

• The site plan indicates that new alley parking will be installed in the right of way.  (Only allowed 
if approved by traffic engineering)  This will require the installation of new facilities to support 
them.  With the development of the alley a mountable curb, or valley gutter system will be 
required as part of the conveyance system.  Additionally, pedestrian trips will occur at this 
location.  An appropriate pedestrian system (sidewalk, ramps, ect.) will need to be constructed 
to ensure a safe pedestrian passage to the building.   Also, the nearest parking stall should be 
located closer than 20ft from the back of walk. 

• Additionally, as a general note,  common walkways through parking garage delineated with 
visible and tactile methods, with easily identified entrances ensure accessible pedestrian travel. 

• Traffic mitigation/conditions not included. 
 
 
These are my comments for 1409 MLK Jr Way 

• TMC 2.19.040 requires off-site improvements for all new building construction. 
o The proposed constructions accesses off the alley which consists of concrete panels and 

meets the requirements of being paved, however,  the alley approach fronting S 15th St 
would need to be replaced to current standards . 

o Existing curb and gutter is required to be replaced when it is broken, damage, or 
hazardous. It appears that new curb and gutter would be required along the entire 
frontage. 

o Existing sidewalk is required to be replaced if it is broken, damaged, hazardous, or does 
not meet current standards.  It  appears that  the sidewalk would need to be replaced 
along the frontage. 

o Pedestrian improvement, specifically curb ramps are typically required when they don’t 
meet current ADA/PROWAG standard.  Since this parcel is midblock, upgrades wouldn’t 
be required unless a SEPA was triggered. 



o The nearest sanitary is in the alley, restoration in accordance with SU-14c is required.  
Water is available in MLK Jr. Way, and depending on the frontage improvements a half 
street grind and overlay may be required. 

• The site plan indicates that new alley parking will be installed in the right of way.  (Only allowed 
if approved by traffic engineering)  This will require the installation of new facilities to support 
them.  With the development of the alley a mountable curb, or valley gutter system will be 
required as part of the conveyance system.  Additionally, pedestrian trips will occur at this 
location.  An appropriate pedestrian system (sidewalk, ramps, ect.) will need to be constructed 
to ensure a safe pedestrian passage to the building.  

• Additionally, as a general note,  common walkways through parking garage delineated with 
visible and tactile methods, with easily identified entrances ensure accessible pedestrian travel. 

• Traffic mitigation/conditions not included. 
 
 
These are my comments for 5209  South Tacoma Way 

• The South Tacoma Way Green Infrastructure Streetscape project will be constructed in early 
2014.  All requirements of this proposed building may be mitigated by that project. 

• TMC 2.19.040 requires off-site improvements for all new building construction. 
o The proposed building accesses off the alley which consists of concrete panels and 

meets the requirements of being paved, however,  the nearest alley approach on S 52nd 
 would need to be replaced to current standards . 

o Existing curb and gutter is required to be replaced when it is broken, damage, or 
hazardous. It appears that new curb and gutter would be required along the entire 
frontage. 

o Existing sidewalk is required to be replaced if it is broken, damaged, hazardous, or does 
not meet current standards.  It  appears that  the sidewalk would need to be replaced 
along the frontage. 

o Pedestrian improvement, specifically curb ramps are typically required when they don’t 
meet current ADA/PROWAG standard.  Since this parcel is midblock, upgrades wouldn’t 
be required unless a SEPA was triggered. 

o All needed utilities are located in South Tacoma Way.  South Tacoma Way is asphalt 
over concrete panels.  Restoration shall follow standard plan SU-14a.  Additionally, a 
grind and overlay may be required to consolidate all trench/excavations required. 

• The site plan indicates that new alley parking will be installed in the right of way.  (Only allowed 
if approved by traffic engineering)  This will require the installation of new facilities to support 
them.  With the development of the alley a mountable curb, or valley gutter system will be 
required as part of the conveyance system.  Additionally, pedestrian trips will occur at this 
location.  An appropriate pedestrian system (sidewalk, ramps, ect.) will need to be constructed 
to ensure a safe pedestrian passage to the building.  

• If utilities are not stubbed out before the City CIP project is completed, there may be a street cut 
moratorium in effect. 

• Additionally, as a general note,  common walkways through parking garage delineated with 
visible and tactile methods, with easily identified entrances ensure accessible pedestrian travel. 

• Traffic mitigation/conditions not included. 
 

Corey Newton 
Associate Engineer  -  (253) 591-5765 
Site Development Group, Science & Engineering Division 
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Environmental Services Pre-Submittal Checklist 
Project Name: 1409-1415 MLK Jr Way MUC Prototype  Date: 3/1/13 
Parcel Number: 2014210030, 2014210040, 2014210051  Reviewer: C Garcia   
NOTE: The following information is based on limited information and is subject to change as more 
information for this project is provided and/or if the project concept changes.  This checklist is a 
supportive document designed to assist the applicant and is NOT a comment letter.  This document 
contains excerpts from Tacoma Municipal Code, Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM), Side Sewer 
and Sanitary Sewer Availability Manual, and Public Works Design Manual.  This checklist may not 
provide all requirements but is intended to assist the applicant in determining basic stormwater and 
wastewater requirements.  It is the applicant’s responsibility to review all applicable codes and manuals to 
determine all project requirements. 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 

1. All surface water impacts shall be mitigated in accordance with the SWMM. 

2. This project must comply with the SWMM in effect at time of vesting. 

3. Minimum Requirements that may be applicable to this project are: 

#1 Preparation of a Stormwater Site Plan 
#2 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention  
#3 Source Control of Pollution 
#4 Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems and Outfalls  
#5 Onsite Stormwater Management 
#6 Water Quality 
#7 Flow Control 
#8 Wetlands Protection 
#9 Basin/Watershed Planning 
#10 Operation and Maintenance 
#11 Offsite Analysis and Mitigation 
#12 Financial Liability 

Please refer to SWMM Volume 1 Chapter 3 to determine applicability of Minimum Requirements.  
Flowcharts Figure 1-5 and 1-6 can aid in determining project requirements. 

4. A Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) is required. 

5. Infiltration systems are the first choice for onsite management.  Design of infiltration systems requires 
a soil analysis prepared by a qualified soils professional per the SWMM, Volume 3. 

6. If this project triggers Minimum Requirement #7 (based on the combination of on-site and off-site 
improvements), flow control applies.  Flow control requirements vary by watershed, please refer to the 
Watershed Flow Control and Water Quality Requirements in Volume 1 Section 2.6 of the SWMM. 

7. This project is in the Thea Foss watershed.  Watershed requirements can be found in Volume 1 Section 
2.6 of the Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM). 

8. Per SWMM Minimum Requirement #11, all sites shall perform a qualitative offsite analysis as 
described in Volume 1 of the SWMM.   

9. This site is not currently served by the existing City stormwater system, therefore, stormwater must be 
managed on-site or the stormwater system shall be extended to serve the project area. 

10. Bare galvanized metal shall not be used for materials that convey stormwater, such as roofs, canopies, 
siding, gutters, downspouts, roof drains, and pipes.  Any galvanized materials shall have an inert, non-
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leachable finish, such as baked enamel, fluorocarbon paint (such as Kynar, or Hylar).  Bare galvanized 
metal areas are considered PGIS. 

WASTEWATER 

11. Each new building or townhouse shall have a new, independent connection to the City sanitary sewer.   

12. Per Section 3.050 of the Side Sewer and Sanitary Availability Manual, if the existing side sewer is to 
be re-used for a new building, it shall be television inspected and pressure tested per City standards.  If 
the side sewer is found through television inspection to have any illegal connections or cannot pass the 
pressure test, all illegal connections shall be disconnected and the side sewer shall be repaired, replaced, 
or rehabilitated and retested until the side sewer passes the pressure test to ensure it is watertight.  Permits 
for this work shall be obtained from Building and Land Use Services.  

13. Pretreatment devices such as a grease interceptor or an oil/water separator may be required.   

14. Dumpsters that will be used for wet or moist trash, and all garbage compactors, shall be on a separate 
pad that drains to the sanitary sewer system.  Cardboard compactors are not required to drain to sanitary. 

15. Any discharge to the sanitary sewer that is not domestic waste will require approval.  Projects with 
such discharges shall submit all requested information.  Frequency, flow rates, pH, and MSDS sheets may 
be required. 

EASEMENTS AND OTHER REQUIRED AGREEMENTS 

16. Private easements are needed for private storm and sanitary sewer lines that cross properties under 
separate ownership. 

17. Any private storm drainage system will require a Covenant and Easement Agreement for maintenance 
and access. 

OTHER PERMITS AND REVIEWS 

18. Work completed in the City right-of-way requires a City Work Order permit.  Contact the Site 
Development at (253) 591-5760 for more information. 

19. Following land use approval, a construction permit will be required prior to construction activities.  
Contact Planning & Development Services at (253) 591-5030 regarding permitting requirements. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
The guideline comments provided within this document were based off the provided “A Tacoma 
Mixed Use Building” exhibit drawings (see attached) and email from Brian Boudet, sent 2/22/13. 
 
The following assumptions were made: 

 “0 Lot Line Development”, no building setback requirements. 
 New and/or Replaced impervious surfaces = 13,650SF 
 Effective PGIS = 2,000 SF 
 Value of the proposed improvements, including interior improvements, exceed 50% of 

the assessed value of the existing site improvements. 
 Minimum Requirements will apply to new and replaced impervious surfaces. 
 It appears the downstream discharge (for stormwater runoff) is a marine outfall.  

Applicant will be required to conduct a quantitative downstream analysis for capacity.  If 
quantitative analysis shows capacity issues, the applicant may resolve the downstream 
capacity problem or provide onsite infiltration or detention.  Where infiltration or 
detention is provided, stormwater discharges for the developed condition shall not exceed 
the discharges under existing conditions.  Stormwater systems shall be sized according to 
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the specific sizing requirements of each BMP though the pre-developed condition to be 
matched shall be the existing land cover. 

 It appears covered parking is proposed within this submittal; covered parking shall drain 
to the sanitary sewer system and an oil/water separator shall be provided. 

OTHER 

 The information provided is based upon the information presented at this time and the existing codes 
and requirements in force at the current time.  If the project submitted varies from the information 
presented at this time, the project requirements may be different.  Before submission of any 
documents, please verify that the codes have not changed in a manner that would require different 
information. 

 If you have additional questions, please contact us at (253) 591-5218. 

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES 

2012 City of Tacoma Stormwater Management Manual 
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/stormwater 

2004 City of Tacoma Public Works Department Design Manual 
Requirements for work order submittals, City standard drawings 
http://wspwit01.ci.tacoma.wa.us/download/PDF/Code/2004DesignManual1.pdf 

Policy Updates are posted on the City of Tacoma Surface Water website. 
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/stormwater 

Mapguide Viewer 
City record drawings, side sewer cards, utility locations 
www.govme.com/map 

Ecology NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit 
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/construction/ 

CONTACTS 
General Storm & Sanitary Plan Review 
Environmental Services Engineering 
(253) 591-5218 or (253) 591-5588 

General Permit Information, Permit Fees  
Planning & Development Services 
Permit Counter, (253) 591-5030  
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Environmental Services Pre-Submittal Checklist 
Project Name: 3803 N 26th & 2612 N Adams MUC Prototype  Date: 3/1/13 
Parcel Number: 7475012230, 7475012260                                                Reviewer: C Garcia   
NOTE: The following information is based on limited information and is subject to change as more 
information for this project is provided and/or if the project concept changes.  This checklist is a 
supportive document designed to assist the applicant and is NOT a comment letter.  This document 
contains excerpts from Tacoma Municipal Code, Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM), Side Sewer 
and Sanitary Sewer Availability Manual, and Public Works Design Manual.  This checklist may not 
provide all requirements but is intended to assist the applicant in determining basic stormwater and 
wastewater requirements.  It is the applicant’s responsibility to review all applicable codes and manuals to 
determine all project requirements. 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 

1. All surface water impacts shall be mitigated in accordance with the SWMM. 

2. This project must comply with the SWMM in effect at time of vesting. 

3. Minimum Requirements that may be applicable to this project are: 

#1 Preparation of a Stormwater Site Plan 
#2 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention  
#3 Source Control of Pollution 
#4 Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems and Outfalls  
#5 Onsite Stormwater Management 
#6 Water Quality 
#7 Flow Control 
#8 Wetlands Protection 
#9 Basin/Watershed Planning 
#10 Operation and Maintenance 
#11 Offsite Analysis and Mitigation 
#12 Financial Liability 

Please refer to SWMM Volume 1 Chapter 3 to determine applicability of Minimum Requirements.  
Flowcharts Figure 1-5 and 1-6 can aid in determining project requirements. 

4. A Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) is required. 

5. Infiltration systems are the first choice for onsite management.  Design of infiltration systems requires 
a soil analysis prepared by a qualified soils professional per the SWMM, Volume 3. 

6. If this project triggers Minimum Requirement #7 (based on the combination of on-site and off-site 
improvements), flow control applies.  Flow control requirements vary by watershed, please refer to the 
Watershed Flow Control and Water Quality Requirements in Volume 1 Section 2.6 of the SWMM. 

7. This project is in the North Tacoma watershed.  Watershed requirements can be found in Volume 1 
Section 2.6 of the Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM). 

8. Per SWMM Minimum Requirement #11, all sites shall perform a qualitative offsite analysis as 
described in Volume 1 of the SWMM.   

9. Bare galvanized metal shall not be used for materials that convey stormwater, such as roofs, canopies, 
siding, gutters, downspouts, roof drains, and pipes.  Any galvanized materials shall have an inert, non-
leachable finish, such as baked enamel, fluorocarbon paint (such as Kynar, or Hylar).  Bare galvanized 
metal areas are considered PGIS. 

WASTEWATER 
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10. Each new building or townhouse shall have a new, independent connection to the City sanitary sewer.   

11. Per Section 3.050 of the Side Sewer and Sanitary Availability Manual, if the existing side sewer is to 
be re-used for a new building, it shall be television inspected and pressure tested per City standards.  If 
the side sewer is found through television inspection to have any illegal connections or cannot pass the 
pressure test, all illegal connections shall be disconnected and the side sewer shall be repaired, replaced, 
or rehabilitated and retested until the side sewer passes the pressure test to ensure it is watertight.  Permits 
for this work shall be obtained from Building and Land Use Services.  

12. Pretreatment devices such as a grease interceptor or an oil/water separator may be required. 

13. Dumpsters that will be used for wet or moist trash, and all garbage compactors, shall be on a separate 
pad that drains to the sanitary sewer system.  Cardboard compactors are not required to drain to sanitary. 

14. Any discharge to the sanitary sewer that is not domestic waste will require approval.  Projects with 
such discharges shall submit all requested information.  Frequency, flow rates, pH, and MSDS sheets may 
be required. 

EASEMENTS AND OTHER REQUIRED AGREEMENTS 

15. Private easements are needed for private storm and sanitary sewer lines that cross properties under 
separate ownership. 

16. Any private storm drainage system will require a Covenant and Easement Agreement for maintenance 
and access. 

OTHER PERMITS AND REVIEWS 

17. Work completed in the City right-of-way requires a City Work Order permit.  Contact the Site 
Development at (253) 591-5760 for more information. 

18. Following land use approval, a construction permit will be required prior to construction activities.  
Contact Planning & Development Services at (253) 591-5030 regarding permitting requirements. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
The guideline comments provided within this document were based off the provided “A Tacoma 
Mixed Use Building” exhibit drawings (see attached) and email from Brian Boudet, sent 2/22/13. 
 
The following assumptions were made: 

 “0 Lot Line Development”, no building setback requirements. 
 Replaced impervious surfaces = 13,430SF 
 Effective PGIS = 2,000 SF 
 Value of the proposed improvements, including interior improvements, exceed 50% of 

the assessed value of the existing site improvements. 
 Minimum Requirements will apply to new and replaced impervious surfaces. 
 It appears the downstream discharge (for stormwater runoff) is a marine outfall.  

Applicant will be required to conduct a quantitative downstream analysis for capacity.  If 
quantitative analysis shows capacity issues, the applicant may resolve the downstream 
capacity problem or provide onsite infiltration or detention.  Where infiltration or 
detention is provided, stormwater discharges for the developed condition shall not exceed 
the discharges under existing conditions.  Stormwater systems shall be sized according to 
the specific sizing requirements of each BMP though the pre-developed condition to be 
matched shall be the existing land cover. 

 It appears covered parking is proposed within this submittal; covered parking shall drain 
to the sanitary sewer system and an oil/water separator shall be provided. 

OTHER 
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 The information provided is based upon the information presented at this time and the existing codes 
and requirements in force at the current time.  If the project submitted varies from the information 
presented at this time, the project requirements may be different.  Before submission of any 
documents, please verify that the codes have not changed in a manner that would require different 
information. 

 If you have additional questions, please contact us at (253) 591-5218. 

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES 

2012 City of Tacoma Stormwater Management Manual 
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/stormwater 

2004 City of Tacoma Public Works Department Design Manual 
Requirements for work order submittals, City standard drawings 
http://wspwit01.ci.tacoma.wa.us/download/PDF/Code/2004DesignManual1.pdf 

Policy Updates are posted on the City of Tacoma Surface Water website. 
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/stormwater 

Mapguide Viewer 
City record drawings, side sewer cards, utility locations 
www.govme.com/map 

Ecology NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit 
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/construction/ 

CONTACTS 
General Storm & Sanitary Plan Review 
Environmental Services Engineering 
(253) 591-5218 or (253) 591-5588 

General Permit Information, Permit Fees  
Planning & Development Services 
Permit Counter, (253) 591-5030  
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Environmental Services Pre-Submittal Checklist 
Project Name: 5209-5213 South Tacoma Way MUC Prototype Date: 3/1/13 
Parcel Number: 5740000660, 5740000670, 5740000680  Reviewer: C Garcia   
NOTE: The following information is based on limited information and is subject to change as more 
information for this project is provided and/or if the project concept changes.  This checklist is a 
supportive document designed to assist the applicant and is NOT a comment letter.  This document 
contains excerpts from Tacoma Municipal Code, Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM), Side Sewer 
and Sanitary Sewer Availability Manual, and Public Works Design Manual.  This checklist may not 
provide all requirements but is intended to assist the applicant in determining basic stormwater and 
wastewater requirements.  It is the applicant’s responsibility to review all applicable codes and manuals to 
determine all project requirements. 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 

1. All surface water impacts shall be mitigated in accordance with the SWMM. 

2. This project must comply with the SWMM in effect at time of vesting. 

3. Minimum Requirements that may be applicable to this project are: 

#1 Preparation of a Stormwater Site Plan 
#2 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention  
#3 Source Control of Pollution 
#4 Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems and Outfalls  
#5 Onsite Stormwater Management 
#6 Water Quality 
#7 Flow Control 
#8 Wetlands Protection 
#9 Basin/Watershed Planning 
#10 Operation and Maintenance 
#11 Offsite Analysis and Mitigation 
#12 Financial Liability 

Please refer to SWMM Volume 1 Chapter 3 to determine applicability of Minimum Requirements.  
Flowcharts Figure 1-5 and 1-6 can aid in determining project requirements. 

4. A Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) is required. 

5. Infiltration systems are the first choice for onsite management.  Design of infiltration systems requires 
a soil analysis prepared by a qualified soils professional per the SWMM, Volume 3. 

6. If this project triggers Minimum Requirement #7 (based on the combination of on-site and off-site 
improvements), flow control applies.  Flow control requirements vary by watershed, please refer to the 
Watershed Flow Control and Water Quality Requirements in Volume 1 Section 2.6 of the SWMM. 

7. This project is in the Flett Creek watershed.  Watershed requirements can be found in Volume 1 
Section 2.6 of the Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM). 

8. Per SWMM Minimum Requirement #11, all sites shall perform a qualitative offsite analysis as 
described in Volume 1 of the SWMM.   

9. Bare galvanized metal shall not be used for materials that convey stormwater, such as roofs, canopies, 
siding, gutters, downspouts, roof drains, and pipes.  Any galvanized materials shall have an inert, non-
leachable finish, such as baked enamel, fluorocarbon paint (such as Kynar, or Hylar).  Bare galvanized 
metal areas are considered PGIS. 
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10. This project is located within the South Tacoma Groundwater Protection District (STGPD).  Per the 
Memorandum, "Implementation of Stormwater Infiltration for Pollution Generating Surfaces in the South 
Tacoma Groundwater Protection District" (Richard E. McKinley, January 21, 2011), infiltration of 
pollution generating runoff may be allowed with appropriate water quality treatment.  Each request to 
infiltrate will be reviewed and approved on a case by case basis.  Information on the STGPD is located on 
the Tacoma Pierce County Health Department website at 
http://www.tpchd.org/environment/groundwater/south-tacoma-groundwater-protection-district/. 

WASTEWATER 

11. Each new building or townhouse shall have a new, independent connection to the City sanitary sewer.   

12. Per Section 3.050 of the Side Sewer and Sanitary Availability Manual, if the existing side sewer is to 
be re-used for a new building, it shall be television inspected and pressure tested per City standards.  If 
the side sewer is found through television inspection to have any illegal connections or cannot pass the 
pressure test, all illegal connections shall be disconnected and the side sewer shall be repaired, replaced, 
or rehabilitated and retested until the side sewer passes the pressure test to ensure it is watertight.  Permits 
for this work shall be obtained from Building and Land Use Services.  

13. Pretreatment devices such as a grease interceptor or an oil/water separator may be required. 

14. Dumpsters that will be used for wet or moist trash, and all garbage compactors, shall be on a separate 
pad that drains to the sanitary sewer system.  Cardboard compactors are not required to drain to sanitary. 

15. Any discharge to the sanitary sewer that is not domestic waste will require approval.  Projects with 
such discharges shall submit all requested information.  Frequency, flow rates, pH, and MSDS sheets may 
be required. 

EASEMENTS AND OTHER REQUIRED AGREEMENTS 

16. Private easements are needed for private storm and sanitary sewer lines that cross properties under 
separate ownership. 

17. Any private storm drainage system will require a Covenant and Easement Agreement for maintenance 
and access. 

OTHER PERMITS AND REVIEWS 

18. Work completed in the City right-of-way requires a City Work Order permit.  Contact the Site 
Development at (253) 591-5760 for more information. 

19. Following land use approval, a construction permit will be required prior to construction activities.  
Contact Planning & Development Services at (253) 591-5030 regarding permitting requirements. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 
The guideline comments provided within this document were based off the provided “A Tacoma 
Mixed Use Building” exhibit drawings (see attached) and email from Brian Boudet, sent 2/22/13. 
 
The following assumptions were made: 

 “0 Lot Line Development”, no building setback requirements. 
 New and/or Replaced impervious surfaces = 11,000 SF 
 Effective PGIS = 2,000 SF 
 Value of the proposed improvements, including interior improvements, exceed 50% of 

the assessed value of the existing site improvements. 
 Minimum Requirements will apply to new and replaced impervious surfaces. 
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 It appears the project is located within the Flett Creek drainage basin; Flow Control per 
the Standard Requirement (Section 3.4.7.3, Vol 3 of SWMM) will be required. 

 It appears covered parking is proposed within this submittal; covered parking shall drain 
to the sanitary sewer system and an oil/water separator shall be provided. 
 

OTHER 

 The information provided is based upon the information presented at this time and the existing codes 
and requirements in force at the current time.  If the project submitted varies from the information 
presented at this time, the project requirements may be different.  Before submission of any 
documents, please verify that the codes have not changed in a manner that would require different 
information. 

 If you have additional questions, please contact us at (253) 591-5218 or (253) 591-5588. 

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES 

2012 City of Tacoma Stormwater Management Manual 
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/stormwater 

2004 City of Tacoma Public Works Department Design Manual 
Requirements for work order submittals, City standard drawings 
http://wspwit01.ci.tacoma.wa.us/download/PDF/Code/2004DesignManual1.pdf 

Policy Updates are posted on the City of Tacoma Surface Water website. 
http://www.cityoftacoma.org/stormwater 

Mapguide Viewer 
City record drawings, side sewer cards, utility locations 
www.govme.com/map 

Ecology NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit 
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/construction/ 

CONTACTS 
General Storm & Sanitary Plan Review 
Environmental Services Engineering 
(253) 591-5218 or (253) 591-5588 

General Permit Information, Permit Fees  
Planning & Development Services 
Permit Counter, (253) 591-5030  
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APPENDIX ‘G’  

Revised Prototype Building 

 



MIXED USE PROJECT PROTOTYPE | SOUTH TACOMA WAY



MIXED USE PROJECT PROTOTYPE | PROCTOR



MIXED USE PROJECT PROTOTYPE | MARTIN LUTHER KING JR WAY
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APPENDIX ‘H’  

Developer Outreach Workshop 
Notes & Agenda 

 

 

 
 



January 14, 2014 
 

Colloquium – Barriers to Development in Mixed-Use Centers  
col·lo·qui·um  [kuh-loh-kwee-uhm] noun   1. an informal gathering for discussion 

 
Meeting Agenda 

 

  LEAD 

12:00 pm � Welcome  .....................................................................  

City of 

Tacoma 

12:05 pm � Introductions (20 seconds on name, organization, role)  ....  ALL 

12:08 pm � Review Agenda .............................................................  BLRB 

12:10 pm � Purpose of Meeting: Developer Feedback ..........................  BLRB 

 

� Interactive and collaborative process 

Please share your insights but be brief so everyone can 

contribute and be heard 
 

12:15 pm 

� What obstacles and challenges are limiting development in 

Tacoma’s Mixed-Use Centers?  BLRB 

 

� Consider: Land-Use, Building Code, Fire Department, 

Utilities, Traffic, Environmental (storm sewer), 

infrastructure, and policy  

12:35 pm 

� Ideas and Potential Solutions that will minimize barriers 

and maximize opportunities ............................................  BLRB 

 

� What steps can the city take (that they can control or affect) 

that will facilitate development when the economics and 

financial reality is no longer a barrier?  

12:55pm � Attendee Feedback about the Meeting ..............................  ALL 

1:00 pm � Adjourn ........................................................................  BLRB 

1:01 pm � Additional Discussion if Needed  

 











Mixed-Use Centers Zoning Code Update (2014) 
 

DRAFT LAND USE REGULATORY CODE CHANGES 
January 28, 2014 

 
 
The proposed code amendments include the following key elements: 
 
Core Pedestrian Street: first level use limitations 

• Revise the requirements for street level use on designated core pedestrian streets to allow for 
work/live units 

 
Yard Space Standards 

• Expand the exemptions from the requirement to provide on-site yard space to include: 
o Projects with a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) above 3.0 
o Projects located within ¼-mile of a park or school with recreational facilities (current 

exemption is at 300 feet) 
o Mixed-use projects that provide ground floor retail or restaurant uses 

• Reduce the per-unit yard space requirement for multi-family and mixed-use structures from 100 
square feet to 50 square feet 

• Provide more flexibility in the types of features that can be provided to meet the yard space 
requirement (courtyards, roof decks, balconies, etc.) 

 
Mass Reduction: Upper Floor Streetfront Stepbacks 

• Revise the current stepback exemption for a “tower” feature to allow it to be located anywhere 
along the pedestrian street frontage (currently limited to just the corner of the building) 

• Clarify that one per street frontage is allowed 
 
Residential Transition Standards: Upper Story Stepbacks 

• Revise the method for calculating this additional height restriction as follows: 
o Revise the starting location of measurement from the edge of the building to the zone 

transition line 
o Revise the starting height from 25 feet to 35 feet (the standard height limit for 

residential zones) 
 
Off-Street Parking 

• Revise the parking exemption for buildings within ten feet of the right-of-way on designated core 
pedestrian streets to include projects that provide commercial space within ten feet of the right-of-
way on all designated pedestrian streets 

• For extra parking provided by a project, increase the allowed maximum percentage of compact 
stalls from 30% to 50% 
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Text Box
Exhibit B   Proposed Code Amendments pertaining to MUC-Lite



 

Note:  These amendments show all of the changes to existing Land Use regulations.  The sections 
included are only those portions of the code that are associated with these amendments.  New text is 
underlined and text that has been deleted is shown as strikethrough.  In cases where a section has been 
reorganized, the key changes are also highlighted. 

 

 

 

13.06.300 Mixed-Use Center Districts. 
* * * 

D. Land use requirements. 

1. Use requirements. The following use table designates all permitted, limited, and prohibited uses in the districts 
listed. Use classifications not listed in this section or provided for in Section 13.06.500 are prohibited, unless 
permitted via Section 13.05.030.E. 

2. Use table abbreviations. 

P = Permitted use in this district. 
CU = Conditional use in this district. Requires conditional use permit, consistent with the criteria and 

procedures of Section 13.06.640. 
TU = Temporary use consistent with Section 13.06.635. 
N = Prohibited use in this district. 
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3. District use table. 

Uses NCX CCX UCX UCX-
TD 

RCX1 CIX HMX URX NRX Additional Regulations3, 4, 5 (also see footnotes at bottom of 
table) 

* * * 
Warehouse, 
storage 

N N N N N P N N N  

Wholesale or 
distribution 

N N N N N P N N N  

Work-Live P P P P P P P P N Not subject to minimum density requirements 
Wireless 
communication 
facility 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

P*/ 
CU** 

*Wireless communication facilities are also subject to 
Section 13.06.545.D.1. 
**Wireless communication facilities are also subject to 
Section 13.06.545.D.2. 

Work release 
center 

N N CU N N CU N N N Permitted with no more than 15 residents in the UCX and no more 
than 25 residents in the CIX, subject to a Conditional Use Permit 
and the development regulations found in Section 13.06.550. 

Uses not 
prohibited by City 
Charter and not 
prohibited herein 

N N N N N N N N N  

Footnotes: 
1. The floor area of any development in RCX must be at least 75 percent residential, unless otherwise noted. 
2. For uses that are restricted from locating at street-level along designated pedestrian or core pedestrian streets, the following limited exception is provided. Entrances, lobbies, 

management offices, and similar common facilities that provide access to and service a restricted use that is located above and/or behind street-level uses shall be allowed, as long as 
they occupy no more than 50-percent or 75 feet, whichever is less, of the site’s street-level frontage on the designated pedestrian or core pedestrian street. See Section 13.06.300.C. for 
the list of designated pedestrian and core pedestrian streets. 

3. For historic structures and sites, certain uses that are otherwise prohibited may be allowed, subject to the approval of a conditional use permit. See Section 13.06.640.F for additional 
details, limitations and requirements. 

4. Commercial shipping containers shall not be an allowed type of accessory building in any mixed-use zoning district. Such storage containers may be allowed as a temporary use, subject 
to the limitations and standards in Section 13.06.635. 

5. Additional restrictions on the location of parking in mixed-use zoning districts are contained in the parking regulations – see Section 13.06.510.A.1 Table 2 
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TABLE 13.06.300.G:  RESIDENTIAL X-DISTRICT YARD SPACE STANDARDS 
1. Duplexes and Triplexes. At least 200 square feet of yard space is required for each dwelling unit. Required yard space 
could include a combination of front porches, private or shared rear yards, balconies, or rooftop decks. Vehicular access 
areas and required walkways and buffers shall not count as yard space and front yard areas may not be counted towards 
this requirement, except for those yard areas set back beyond the minimum requirement. 

2. Townhouse Development. At least 200 square feet of yard space is required for each townhouse. Required yard space 
could include a combination of private front or rear yard space, porches, balconies, rooftop decks, or shared common 
yard space amongst groups of townhouses. Vehicular access areas and required walkways and buffers shall not count as 
yard space. 

3. Multi-Family and Mixed-Use Development. At least 50 square feet of yard space is required for each dwelling unit. 
Required setback and buffer areas, vehicular access areas and required walkways and buffers shall not count towards the 
yard space requirement. This required yard space can be provided through any combination of the following types of 
areas/features: 

a. Common Yard space. This includes landscaped courtyards or decks, front porches, community gardens with 
pathways, children’s play areas, or other multi-purpose recreational and/or green spaces. Requirements for 
common yard spaces include the following: 

(1) No dimension shall be less than fifteen feet in width (except for front porches). 

(2) Spaces shall be visible from multiple dwelling units and positioned near pedestrian activity. 

(3) Spaces shall feature paths, landscaping, seating, lighting and other pedestrian amenities to make the 
area more functional and enjoyable. 

(4) Individual entries shall be provided onto common yard space from adjacent ground floor residential 
units, where applicable. 

(5) Space should be oriented to receive direct sunlight for part of the day, facing east, west, or (preferably) 
south, when possible. 

(6) Common yard space shall be open to the sky, except for clear atrium roofs and shared porches. 

(7) Shared porches qualify as common yard space provided no dimension is less than eight feet 

b. Private balconies, porches, decks, patios or yards. To qualify as yard space, such spaces shall be at least thirty 
five square feet, with no dimension less than four feet. 

c. Rooftop decks, To qualify, rooftop decks must meet the following standards: 

(1) Must be accessible to all dwelling units. 

(2) Must include amenities such as seating areas and landscaping. 

(3) Must feature hard surfacing appropriate to encourage residential use. 

(4) Must include lighting for residents’ safety. 

(5) No dimension shall be less than 15 feet in width. 

 

Exceptions:  
a. Projects located within a quarter mile of a public park or public school that includes outdoor recreational 

facilities.  
b. Projects with a minimum floor area ratio (FAR) of 3.  
c. Projects that meet the ground floor retail/restaurant height bonus requirements. 

 

G. Residential X-District Yard Space Standards. The following standards apply to all new duplex/triplex, 
townhouse, multi-family or mixed-use development in X-Districts. They are intended to provide yard space for 
residents of these developments. 
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1. Duplexes and Triplexes. At least 200 square feet of yard space is required for each dwelling unit. Required yard 
space could include a combination of front porches, private or shared rear yards, balconies, or rooftop decks. 
Vehicular access areas and required walkways and buffers shall not count as yard space and front yard areas may not 
be counted towards this requirement, except for those yard areas set back beyond the minimum requirement. 

2. Townhouse Development. At least 200 square feet of yard space is required for each townhouse. Required yard 
space could include a combination of private front or rear yard space, porches, balconies, rooftop decks, or shared 
common yard space amongst groups of townhouses. Vehicular access areas and required walkways and buffers shall 
not count as yard space. 

3. Multi-Family and Mixed-Use Development. At least 100 square feet of yard space is required for each dwelling 
unit. Required setback and buffer areas, vehicular access areas and required walkways and buffers shall not count 
towards the yard space requirement. Projects located within 300 feet of a public park or public school that includes 
outdoor recreational facilities are exempt from this requirement. 

a. Common Yard space. Where accessible to all residents, common yard space may count for up to 100 percent of 
the required yard space. This includes landscaped courtyards or decks, front porches, community gardens with 
pathways, children’s play areas, or other multi-purpose recreational and/or green spaces. Special requirements and 
recommendations for common yard spaces include the following: 

(1) No dimension shall be less than fifteen feet in width (except for front porches). 

(2) Spaces shall be visible from multiple dwelling units and positioned near pedestrian activity. 

(3) Spaces shall feature paths, landscaping, seating, lighting and other pedestrian amenities to make the area more 
functional and enjoyable. 

(4) Individual entries shall be provided onto common yard space from adjacent ground floor residential units, where 
applicable. 

(5) Space should be oriented to receive direct sunlight for part of the day, facing east, west, or (preferably) south, 
when possible. 

(6) Common yard space shall be open to the sky, except for clear atrium roofs and shared porches. 

(7) Shared porches qualify as common yard space provided: 

(a) No dimension is less than eight feet. 

(b) It is open on at least two sides. 

(8) Decks and courtyards located on the top of a portion of a building may count as common open space as long as 
they are visible from multiple dwelling units within the building (this is distinguished from rooftop decks that are 
not visible from multiple units, which are addressed separately under subsection c, below). 

b. Balconies. Private balconies, porches, decks, patios or yards may be used to meet up to 50 percent of the required 
yard space. To qualify as yard space, such spaces shall be at least thirty five square feet, with no dimension less than 
four feet. 

c. Rooftop decks may be used to meet up to 25 percent of yard space for all multi-family uses and up to 50 percent 
of the required yard space in mixed-use developments, provided they: 

(1) Must be accessible to all dwelling units. 

(2) Must include amenities such as seating areas and landscaping. 

(3) Must feature hard surfacing appropriate to encourage residential use. 

(4) Must include lighting for residents’ safety. 

4. All units shall have access to at least one qualifying yard space, either their own, a shared yard space, or both. 

* * * 
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13.06.501 Building design standards. 
* * * 

H. X-District Mass Reduction Standards. The following requirements apply to all development located in any X-District, unless specifically exempted. 

1. Façade Articulation: The following design choices are intended to help reduce the apparent mass of structures and achieve a more human scale environment 
by providing physical breaks in the building volume that reduce large, flat, geometrical planes on any given building elevation.  

a. All building facades 
fronting directly on a 
Designated Pedestrian 
Street must include at least 
two of the following 
articulation features at 
intervals no greater than 40 
feet to reinforce the desired 
pattern of small storefronts 
adjacent to the sidewalk. 
Buildings that have 60 feet 
or less of frontage on the 
designated pedestrian street 
are exempt from this 
standard. 

(1) Use of window and/or entries that reinforce the pattern of small storefront spaces. 
(2) Use of vertical piers to reinforce the pattern of small storefront spaces. Such piers must project at least 2 inches from the façade and 
extend from the ground floor to the roofline. 
(3) Use of weather protection features that reinforce the pattern of small storefronts. For 
example, for a business that occupies three lots, use three separate awnings to break down 
the scale of the storefronts. Alternating colors of the awnings may be useful as well. 
(4) Roofline modulation as defined in Section 13.06.501.I 
(5) Change in building material or siding style. 
 
Example Figures 
Right: This building uses roofline modulation, window configurations, and weather 
protection elements to reinforce the pattern of small storefronts. 
Below: Other acceptable façade articulation examples. All use window configurations to 
reinforce the desired small storefront pattern. Other features used in these examples to 
meet the standards include: 
 
 Vertical piers Roofline modulation Different weather protection elements 
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b. All non-residential facades 
fronting on a non-
Pedestrian Designated 
Street or containing a 
pedestrian entrance must 
include at least three of the 
following articulation 
features at intervals no 
greater than 60 feet. 
Buildings that have 120 feet 
or less of frontage on the 
non-designated street are 
exempt from this standard. 
Buildings that employ brick 
as the siding material on a 
majority of the subject 
façade are required to only 
provide two of the 
articulation features instead 
of three. 

(1) Use of window configurations and/or entries that reinforce the pattern of storefront spaces. 
(2) Vertical building modulation. The minimum depth and width of modulation shall be 2 and 4 feet, respectively, if tied to a change in 

building material/siding style and/or roofline modulation as defined in Section 13.06.501.I. Otherwise, the minimum depth and width 
of modulation shall be 10 and 15 feet, respectively. 

(3) Use of separate weather protection features that reinforce the pattern of storefront spaces. 
(4) Roofline modulation as defined in Section 13.06.501.I 
(5) Horizontal modulation (upper level step-backs). To qualify for this measure, the minimum horizontal modulation shall be 5 feet and 

the treatment must be used in increments at no greater than the articulation interval or provided along more than 75 feet of the facade. 
(6) Change in building material or siding style. 
(7) Use of vertical piers. Such piers must project at least 2 inches from the façade and extend from the ground floor to the roofline. 
(8) Providing a trellis, tree, or other landscape feature within each interval. Such feature must be at least one-half the height of the 

building (at planting time for any landscaping element). 

c. All residential buildings and 
residential portions of 
mixed-use buildings shall 
include at least three of the 
following articulation 
features at intervals of no 
more than 30 feet along all 
facades facing a street, 
common open space, or 
common parking areas. 
Buildings that have 60 feet 
or less of frontage on the 
street or façade width 
facing the common open 
space or common parking 
area are exempt from this 
standard. Buildings that 
employ brick as the siding 
material on a majority of 
the subject façade are 
required to only provide 
two of the articulation 
features instead of three. 

(1) Repeating distinctive window patterns at intervals less than the required interval. 
(2) Vertical building modulation. Minimum depth and width of modulation is 2 feet and 4 feet, respectively, if tied to a change in 

building material/siding style and/or roofline modulation as defined in Section 13.06.501.I Otherwise, minimum depth and width of 
modulation is 10 and 15 feet, respectively. Balconies may not be used to meet modulation option unless they are recessed or projected 
from the facade at least 18 inches.  

(3) Horizontal modulation (upper level step-backs). To qualify for this measure, the minimum horizontal modulation shall be 5 feet and 
the treatment must be used in increments at no greater than the articulation interval or provided along more than 75 percent of the 
façade 

(4) Roofline modulation as defined in Section 13.06.501.I 
(5) Vertical articulation of the façade. This refers to design treatments that provide a clear delineation of the building’s top, middle and 

bottom. 
(a) Top features may include a sloped roofline or strong cornice line as defined in Section 13.06.501.I. For facades utilizing upper 

level stepbacks, the “top” design treatment may be applied to the top of the front vertical plane of the building or the top of the 
building where it is set back from the building’s front vertical wall (provided the top of the building is visible from the centerline 
of the adjacent street).  

(b) Middle features: provide consistent articulation of middle floors with windows, balconies, exterior materials, modulation, and 
detailing 

(c) Bottom: provide a distinctive ground floor or lower floors design that contrasts with other floors through the use of both 
contrasting window design/configuration and contrasting exterior materials 

(d) Façade reduction elements including balconies and bay windows may project into street rights-of-way, where allowed by the 
Public Works Department, but not into alley rights-of-way 
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Above: Residential building articulation at 30-foot or less intervals. Below: Articulation examples of mixed-use buildings containing 
residential uses on upper floors. These examples include vertical and horizontal modulation and changes in building materials at no more 
than 30-foot articulation intervals. 

 

2. Mass Reduction: Upper Floor Streetfront Stepbacks. The following standards are intended to reduce the appearance of bulk and reduce the potential for shade and shadow 
impacts on pedestrian streets. They apply to all development along designated pedestrian streets, unless specifically exempted.  

a. 8’ minimum stepback along the streetfront façade for 4th floor and above in 
RCX Districts. 

b. 8’ minimum horizontal stepback along for 5th floor and above in X Districts 
other than RCX, where the ROW width is less than 100’. 

c. 8’ minimum horizon stepback for 6th floor and above in X zones other than 
RCX, where the ROW width is 100’ or greater. 

d. Exceptions to b and c, above: Portions of buildings adjacent to street corners 
along designated pedestrian streets can depart from this standard to incorporate 
distinctive street corner design elements such as a turret. Such corner building 
features shall be no more than 25 feet in width along both streets and other 
portions of the building shall meet applicable stepback standards. One 
distinctive design element of no more than 25 feet in width is allowed 
to extend vertically without these required stepbacks for each façade along a designated pedestrian street 
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3. Mass Reduction: Maximum Façade Widths. The following standards are intended to incorporate a significant modulation of the exterior wall through all floors except the 
ground floor. They apply to the upper story facades of multi-story buildings that are greater than 120 feet in width. Such buildings shall include at least one of the 
following features to break up the massing of the building and add visual interest: 

a. Provide vertical building modulation at least 20 feet deep and 30 feet wide. For multi-story buildings the modulation must extend through more than one-half of the 
building floors.  

b. Use of a contrasting vertical modulated design component that extends through all floors above the first floor fronting on the street (upper floors that are stepped back more 
than 10 feet from the façade are exempt) and featuring at least two of the following: 
(1) Utilizes a change in building 

materials that effectively contrast 
from the rest of the façade. 

(2) Component is modulated vertically 
from the rest of the façade by an 
average of 6 inches. 

(3) Component is designed to provide 
roofline modulation per 13.06.501.I, 
below. 

c. Façade employs building walls with 
contrasting articulation that make it 
appear like two distinct buildings. To 
qualify for this option, these contrasting 
facades must employ the following: 
(1) Different building materials and/or 

configuration of building materials.  
(2) Contrasting window design (sizes or configurations). 

Examples of facades wider than 120 feet that effectively use techniques to reduce the apparent bulk and scale of the structure. The image on the left uses street and upper level 
courtyards whereas the right image uses both vertical building modulation and the use of contrasting building materials and articulation. 

 

* * * 
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13.06.503 Residential transition standards. 
The following items are required to help ensure appropriate transitions between non-residential and/or higher intensity development and adjacent residential 
districts, in terms of building bulk and scale, location of activity areas for privacy and noise reduction, provision of greenspace, and visual separation: 

[See table below.] 
 

A. Upper Story 
Stepback 

1. Structures shall not intercept a 25-degree daylight plane inclined into the C, T, PDB, HM, M, or PMI District from a height of 2535 feet 
above existing grade at any R-District / C, T, PDB, HM, M, or PMI District boundaries, excluding boundaries with R-4 Districts, R-5 
Districts, and/or non-residential uses in any R District. For purposes of this provision, vacant land located in an R-District shall be 
considered a residential use. 

2. The following requirements apply in all X-Districts, where a Mixed-Use Center boundary is adjacent to single-family zoning (R-1, R-2 
and R-2SRD Districts), except where the adjacent use within the single-family zone is a park, permanent open space, undevelopable 
steep slope, public facility or freeway. 
a. Projects abutting a single-family zone at a street,n alley or rear or side property line shall not intercept a 45-degree daylight plane 

inclined into the X-District from a height of 25 35 feet above existing grade, measured from the inside edge of the required buffer 
or setback (example of abutting scenario below). the zone transition line (example of the alley scenario below). 

b. Projects abutting a single-family zone at a street shall not intercept a 45-degree daylight plane inclined into the X-District from a 
height of 35 feet above existing grade at the property line. 
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* * * 
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13.06.510 Off-street parking and storage areas. 
* * * 

 
 

TABLE 2 − Parking in Mixed-Use Center Districts 

Quantity Residential Uses. Minimum 1.0 stall per unit. 
Commercial or Office Uses. Minimum 2.5 stalls per 1000 square feet of floor area. 
UCX-TD Commercial or Office Uses (including retail, service and eating and drinking 
establishments). Minimum 0 stalls per 1000 square feet of floor area. 
Other Uses. For uses not specifically listed above, the parking requirement in the 
Mixed-Use Center Districts shall be 70% of the parking requirement for that use 
identified in Table 1. 
See Section 13.06.510.B.2.f for use of compact stalls. 
For purposes of calculating parking quantity requirements, “floor area,” when used, 
shall not include space devoted to parking. 

Exemptions No parking is required for any structure in existence upon the date the Mixed-Use 
Center was created within which it exists (see Section 13.17.020). New development 
shall provide parking as required. 
In NCX and CCX Districts, no parking is required for buildings located within 10 feet 
of the right-of-way of the designated core pedestrian streets (see Section 13.06.300.C). 
In NCX, CCX, and UCX Districts, no parking is required for the first 3,000 square feet 
of each ground-level retail or eating and drinking establishment. 

* * * 

Development Standards − Compact Stalls. 

Compact Stalls A maximum 30 percent of the parking spaces provided may be composed of compact 
stalls, except that for any parking provided in excess of the minimum quantity 
requirements, up to 50% of those excess stalls may be composed of compact stalls. 

* * * 

 
 
 
13.06.700 Definitions and illustrations. 
For the purposes of this chapter, certain words and terms are defined as follows: words used in the present tense 
include the future, words in the singular number include the plural, and words in the plural number include the 
singular; the word “building” includes the word “structure”; the word “shall” is mandatory and not directory. For 
words that are not defined in this chapter, or that do not incorporate a definition by reference, refer to a Webster’s 
Dictionary published within the last ten years. 

* * * 
 
13.06.700.W 

* * * 
Wireless communication and wireless communication facilities. Facilities used in the transmission of information by 
wire, radio, optical cable, electromagnetic, or other similar means for communication, cellular phone, personal 
communication services, enhanced specialized mobile radio, and any other services licensed by the FCC and 
unlicensed wireless services. These types of facilities also include central office switching units, remote switching 
units, telecommunications radio relay stations, and ground level equipment structures. This classification does not 
include communication facilities. 
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Wireless communication tower. Any structure that is designed and constructed primarily for the purpose of 
supporting one or more antennas, including self-supporting lattice towers, guyed towers, or monopole towers. The 
term encompasses wireless communication facilities, radio and television transmission towers, microwave towers, 
common-carrier towers, cellular telephone towers, wireless communication towers, and alternative tower structures, 
and the like. 

Work-live. A non-residential use that includes a subordinate residential component consisting of at least a kitchen, 
bathroom and sleeping quarters. 

Work release center. An alternative to imprisonment, including work and/or training release programs which are 
under the supervision of a court or a federal, state, or local agency. This definition excludes at-home electronic 
surveillance. 

Works of art. Artist-produced creations of visual art, including, but not limited to, sculptures, murals, paintings, 
inlays, earthworks, mosaics, etc. Works of art can be both self-standing and/or integrated into the structure or its 
grounds. The reproduction of original works of art, mass-produced artwork, or architect-designed elements are not 
included. Also not included are directional signage or super graphics, maps, etc., except where an artist is employed. 

* * * 
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Attachment B 
Open Space Element Amendments 

Supplemental Information  
 

(Note: At the meeting on January 8th, 2014, the Planning Commission reviewed the proposed packet regarding the 
Annual Amendment Application #2014-08: Open Space Element Update and authorized the distribution of the 
packet for public review. On that date, and subsequently on January 22nd, the Commission directed that the public 
review draft be revised to reflect the following modifications.) 

# # # # 

• The following overview of the Open Space Inventory, reflecting the ongoing internal transition of 
natural Open Space properties from the City’s Planning and Development Services (PDS) 
Department to management by the Environmental Services (ES) Department, will be included in the 
public review draft: 

Current Open Space Total Acreage 408 
Added Open Space via Internal Transfer 71 
Total Open Space 2014 479 
ES – Passive 459 
ES - Active (Community Garden) 2 
PDS 18 
Total Open Space 2014 479 

  

The packet also contains the current Capital Facilities Program map and lists, and notes that these 
will subsequently be revised to reflect the transfers. Meanwhile, staff will produce a map reflecting 
the transfers, to be included in the final version of the packet. 

 
• Revise proposed Appendix I: Parks, Recreation and Open Space Projects as follows: 

 
1. Add the following High Priority Projects discussion and list: 

High Priority Projects: 

The following projects and sites are high and/or short-term implementation priorities due 
to the important role they will play in achieving the City’s parks, recreation and open 
space vision. The City will seek to allocate available resources and pursue additional 
funding and support to implement these projects, as feasible. Other priorities are 
included in the plans of partner agencies, particularly Metro Parks Tacoma, and 
priorities change as implementation progresses and in response to community input. 
Therefore, this list should not be considered exhaustive, and should be updated on a 
regular basis.  

High Priority Projects List (in alphabetical order): 

• Chinese Reconciliation Park 
• Community Gardens 



• Dome To Defiance (including Foss Esplanade, Schuster Parkway Promenade, 
Ruston Way promenade) 

• First Creek corridor 
• Garfield Gulch 
• Julia’s Gulch 
• Mason Gulch 
• Pipeline Trail 
• Point Defiance Park 
• Prairie Line Trail 
• Schuster Slope 
• Wapato Hills 
• Water Ditch Trail 
 

2. Add the following three entries to the proposed Projects List, which have been identified 
subsequent to the last Planning Commission review:  

 
 Open Space Program – Active Recreation 
 Open Space Program – Passive (Natural Areas)  
 City-managed Urban Parks and Amenities 

 
• Revise TMC 1.37 Transfer of Development Rights Program Administrative Code to reflect the PDS 

Department’s name change; and, to provide additional clarity on determining the eligibility of 
Tacoma Habitat Areas as TDR Sending Sites, and on determining the number of TDR credits. New 
text is underlined and text that is deleted is shown in strikethrough. 

 

TMC 1.37 TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS PROGRAM ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 
 

1.37.020  Definitions 

 

*** 

 

“TDR Manager” is an employee of the Tacoma Community and Economic Development  Planning and 
Development Services Department tasked with accomplishing the duties specified by this chapter.  

 

*** 

 
1.37.030 Sending Areas. 
The following five categories of land or structures qualify as sending areas:  

A. Pierce County Farm Land: Farm land designated as Agriculture Resource Land (ARL) in unincorporated Pierce 
County situated in Pierce County’s Puyallup Valley (Alderton-McMillin or Mid County Community Planning 
Areas).  



B. Pierce County Forest Land: Forest land designated as Forest Land (FL) situated in unincorporated Pierce County. 

C. Resource lands in King County and Snohomish County.  

D. Tacoma Habitat: Lands providing high habitat and natural value located within, or in proximity to, designated 
Habitat Corridors in the Comprehensive Plan, and lands providing exceptional habitat and natural value located 
within the City and outside of the designated Habitat Corridors.  

E. Tacoma Landmarks: Structures designated as a landmark as identified in the Tacoma Register of Historic Places.  

 

*** 

 

1.37.050 Sending Area TDR Allocation. 

Upon recordation of a qualifying easement, TDRs shall be issued to the participating sending area property owners 
as follows: 

 

*** 

 

C. For Tacoma Habitat sending areas: 

1. For residential zones: one TDR for each forgone dwelling allowed by the property’s current zoning. 

2. For nonresidential or multifamily zones: one TDR for each 8,000 square feet of potential but foregone floor area 
allowed by the property’s current zoning.  

3. In determining development potential for this purpose, the TDR Manager shall make a reasonable estimate of The 
calculation above shall take into account the actual  number of dwelling units or square feet of floor area buildable 
on the sending area under its current zoning restrictions and all other applicable land use and environmental controls 
(e.g. applicable setback or wetland regulations). The net development potential will be used, typically assuming that 
25 percent of the total area would be utilized for roads and infrastructure. The TDR Manager may further reduce this 
estimate, up to an additional 25 percent, if specific site characteristics substantially limit development potential 
(including steep slopes, critical areas, or the absence of access or utilities in the vicinity).  

 

 





Attachment C  
Sustainability Code Amendments 

Supplemental Information  
 

(Note: At the meeting on February 5, 2014, the Planning Commission reviewed the proposal packet regarding the 
Annual Amendment Application #2014-09: Sustainability Code Amendments.  The Commission authorized the 
distribution of the proposal packet for public review, with a minor change made to TMC 13.06.300, as shown in 
Exhibit A of the packet.  Said change is shown below in red underlines with yellow highlight.) 
 

# # # # 

13.06.300 Mixed-Use Center Districts.  
A. District Purposes. The specific purposes of the Mixed-Use Center Districts regulations are to:  

1. Increase the variety of development opportunities in Tacoma by encouraging greater integration of land uses 
within specific districts in a manner consistent with the Growth Management Act, the Regional Plan: Vision 2020, 
the County-Wide Planning Policies for Pierce County, and the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  

2. Strengthen the City’s economic base by encouraging more efficient use of existing infrastructure and limited land 
supply through mixed-use, density, and design, as well as transit and pedestrian orientation in specified centers.  

3. Allow and encourage a variety of housing options within mixed-use centers, including residences over businesses 
that can promote live-work arrangements which reduce demands on the transportation system.  

4. Help provide employment opportunities closer to home and reduce vehicular trips for residents of the City and 
surrounding communities by encouraging mixed-use development.  

5. Create a variety of suitable environments for various types of commercial and industrial uses, and protect them 
from the adverse effects of inharmonious uses.  

6. Allow commercial and industrial growth in specified centers and/or districts while minimizing its impact on 
adjacent residential districts through requirements of buffering, landscaping, compatible scale, and design.  

7. Accommodate and support alternative modes of transportation, including transit, walking, and bicycling, to 
reduce reliance on the automobile by making specified centers more “pedestrian-oriented” and “transit-oriented” 
through the provision of street amenities, landscaping, windows, continuous building frontages, limited curb cuts, 
and direct pedestrian entrances adjacent to the right-of-way and/or public sidewalk.  

8. Locate and design parking to be consistent with the overall intent of providing a pedestrian and transit-supportive 
environment that encourages human-oriented design instead of vehicle-oriented design and promotes alternatives to 
single-occupancy vehicles. Examples include building location at the street, parking location behind or within 
buildings, adequate screening, avoidance of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts, and conveniently located transit stops.  

9. Within Centers, the core areas of the district are the central hub and focus for the greatest level of growth and 
activity. Within these core areas, enhanced standards and design flexibility is appropriate to ensure that they are 
developed consistent with the community vision and goals for these areas, as outlined in the Comprehensive Plan.  

10. To promote and attract dense infill development that may otherwise have resulted in the expansion of the 
region’s urban footprint into sensitive greenfield areas within the watershed, and to achieve a compact land use 
pattern that promotes air and water quality, healthy watersheds, and the reduction of regional storm water runoff.  

B. Districts established. The following specific districts are established to implement the purposes of this section and 
the goals and policies of Tacoma’s Comprehensive Plan:  

1.NCX Neighborhood Commercial Mixed-Use District. To provide areas primarily for immediate day-to-day 
convenience shopping and services at a scale that is compatible and in scale with the surrounding neighborhood, 
including local retail businesses, professional and business offices, and service establishments. This district is 
intended to enhance, stabilize, and preserve the unique character and scale of neighborhood centers and require, 
where appropriate, continuous retail frontages largely uninterrupted by driveways and parking facilities with street 
amenities and direct pedestrian access to the sidewalk and street. Residential uses are encouraged as integrated 
components in all development.  

# # # # 





Attachment D 
Urban Forestry Landscaping Code Updates 

Supplemental Information  
 

(Note: At the meeting on January 22nd, 2014, the Planning Commission reviewed the proposed packet regarding the 
Annual Amendment Application #2014-10: Urban Forestry Landscaping Code Updates, and authorized the 
distribution of the packet for public review. On that date, the Commission directed that the public review draft be 
revised to reflect direction on several issues. In addition, staff have continued to consult with stakeholders and 
review the draft code and have identified several recommended modifications to better meet the intent of the project. 
The following is a summary of proposed refinements, with modifications to the previous draft language shown in 
track changes. Proposed additions are underlined; proposed deletions are in strikethrough.) 

# # # # 

• Several minor wording changes and technical clarifications to better implement the intent of the 
project.  

 

• Proposed refinement to draft TMC 13.06.502.B.2. Street trees: 

2. Street trees. In addition to the thresholds identified above, street trees are required when: 

a. Street or sidewalk improvements are required in association with a Preliminary Plats or 
Short Plats with 5 or more lots; or  

b. Capital street improvement projects, excluding residential Local Improvement Districts, 
incorporateing the construction of new roadway alignments (including subgrade and road 
surface); alterations to the width of existing roadways; new sidewalks,; or, replacement of 
more than 50 percent of existing sidewalks along a site’s frontage. In the case of sidewalk 
replacement, street trees shall be required proportionate to the linear footage of sidewalks 
replaced.; or construction of a full roadway section;  

c. If street trees are required in the applicable zone, then existing street trees shall be 
preserved in healthy condition per the tree preservation requirements of this section and the 
technical specifications of the UFM, or replaced, in association with street improvement 
projects.  

 

• Proposed addition to draft TMC 13.06.502.C.1.a.(1) and (2), pertaining to Landscape Plans and 
Landscape Management Plans: 

(1.) Landscape Plans and Landscape Management Plans, when required, shall be prepared by 
a Registered Landscape Architect, Certified Landscape Technician, or Certified Professional 
Horticulturalist, unless otherwise approved by the City, and shall be submitted in a form 
specified by the City.  

(a.) Landscape Plans must be drawn to scale and show all of the following: 

• Plant species names (common and scientific); 
• Plant stock sizes, condition, and quantity; 
• Installation location of plant materials; 
• Existing and proposed utilities; 
• Existing and proposed bus stops (as applicable); 
• Existing trees planned to be retained; and 
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• Finished grade. 
• Required irrigation systems (if applicable). 

 
(b.) Landscape Management Plans shall address the following: 

• Entity responsible for maintenance of the landscape during the establishment period 
(3 years following planting); and 

• A schedule of maintenance activities, including, but not limited to, pruning, watering, 
fertilization, and inspection and replacement of dead and/or damaged plant materials. 

 

(2.) Developments with less than 500 square feet of landscapeding area are exempt from 
submitting a Landscape Management Plan, and may submit a Landscape Plan prepared by a 
non-professional. Capital street improvement projects involving fewer than 10 street trees are 
exempt from submitting a Landscape Management Plan. 

 

• Proposed revisions to draft TMC 13.06.502.C.1.e. to clarify quantity calculations with the Small, 
Medium, Large Tree system: 

e. Landscaping quantity calculations.  When an amount or number of trees or plants is 
specified, that shall be the minimum number required.  Any requirement resulting in a 
fraction of 0.3 or greater, when applied, shall be rounded up or down to the nearest whole 
number. Any requirement resulting in a fraction of less than 0.3 shall be rounded down to the 
nearest whole number.  In cases where the minimum is expressed as a ratio of a number of 
trees or shrubs per a specified amount of area or length of site frontage or buffer, the number 
of required trees or shrubs shall be calculated by applying the ratio to the square footage of 
the area or length.  For example, under a street tree requirements of 4 Small, 3 Medium, or 2 
Large trees per 100 feet of street frontage can be viewed as 1 Small per 25 feet, 1 Medium 
per 33.33 feet, or 1 Large tree per 50 feet. Small, Medium and Large Trees may be used in 
combination, according to the applicable ratios.  

EXAMPLE: , aA site with 50 feet of street frontage would require 2 Small (50 x 4/100 = 2), 2 
Medium (50 x 3/100 = 1.5, which rounds up to 2), or 1 Large (50 x 2/100 = 1).  

EXAMPLE: A site with 60 feet of frontage would require 3 Small (60 x 4/100 = 2.4 which 
rounds up to 2), 2 Medium (60 x 3/100 = 1.8, which rounds up to 2), or 1 Large (60 x 2/100 = 
1.2, which rounds down to 1).  2 trees (50 x 3/100 =1.5, which rounds up to 2) and a site with 
90 feet of street frontage would require 3 trees (90 x 3/100 = 2.7, which rounds up to 3).   

 

• Proposed revisions to draft TMC 13.06.502.C.2.e.(2) pertaining to preventing tree and infrastructure 
conflicts: 

(2) Species shall be selected to avoid or minimize potential conflicts with infrastructure and 
utilities. Trees under power lines shall have a maximum mature height not greater than 25 
feet. New tree plantings shall be a minimum of 2 feet from pavement (curb, sidewalk, alley, 
street), 5 feet from a structure, 5 feet from underground utilities, and 10 feet from light 
standards. The UFM contains additional guidelines on this subject.  
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• Proposed revisions to draft TMC 13.06.502.C.2.e.(3) and f.(3) pertaining to tree and shrub variety: 

e.(3) Tree variety.  For projects that involve the planting of between four and ten trees, at 
least two different kinds (Genera) of trees shall be included. For projects involving the 
planting of more than ten trees, at least three different kinds (Genera) of trees, and a mixture 
of tree types (evergreen and deciduous) shall be included. For projects that involve planting 
more than twenty-five trees, no more than 25 percent shall be from one Genera and a 
minimum of 25 20 percent must be evergreen conifers.  

f.(3) Shrub variety. If there are more than 25 required shrubs, no more than 7520 percent of 
them can be of any one species. 

 

• Proposed addition to draft TMC 13.06.502.C.3 pertaining to soil composition and volume: 

d. All required landscaping must be planted in the ground, where feasible. In cases where this 
is not feasible, the use of planters or other approaches may be authorized. Soil composition 
and volume shall be provided as appropriate to promote the health of the plants, per the 
specifications of the UFM. 

 

• Proposed addition to draft TMC 13.06.502.D.2 pertaining to tree retention credit: 

…To be eligible for this credit, trees must be at least 6 inches in diameter at breast height 
(DBH) at the time of plan submittal. In addition, trees must be healthy and have minimal 
serious defects or defects that cannot be mitigated by proper pruning as indicated on the 
Arborist Report and Tree Protection Plan. Trees shall count according to their species as 
Small, Medium and Large Trees. 

 

• Proposed revision to draft TMC 13.06.502.D.3 pertaining to evergreen trees credit: 

3. Evergreen trees. Evergreen trees, beyond those otherwise required by this section, 
shallreceive the following credits: 

a. Less than one-third of required trees: Each tree counts count as 1.1 trees toward total 
number required. 

b. One-third to two-thirds of required trees: Each tree counts as 1.2 trees toward total number 
required. 

c. Greater than two-thirds of required trees: Each tree counts as 1.3 trees toward total number 
required; and, aAdditional flexibility is available on Parking Lot Distribution requirements. 
See table 13.06.502.E.   

 

• Proposed revision to draft TMC 13.06.502.D.5 pertaining to the Urban Forestry Fund: 

…The required amount will be equal to 1.5 times the cost to purchase and plant the required 
landscaping and maintain it through establishment, as specified in the UFM. 

 

• Proposed replacement of previous language in draft TMC 13.06.502.D.5 pertaining to the optional 
Self-managed Agencies process: 
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6. Self-managed Agencies. An optional process for additional flexibility is available for 
public agencies with urban forestry programs and plans. This option is intended to encourage 
public agencies to take a leadership role in implementing urban forestry goals and policies. 
This flexibility can facilitate more intensive development of a particular development site, 
while meeting the urban forestry policies of the Comprehensive Plan and the intent of the 
landscaping code by planting the required landscaping at another site in the agency’s 
permanent control.  

a. To initiate this optional process, public agencies must submit a request to PDS to be 
designated as a self-managed agency, including the agency’s urban forestry plan, an overview 
of its urban forestry program, and an analysis demonstrating general consistency with the 
Urban Forest Policy Element of the Comprehensive Plan. The request must designate the 
areas where required landscaping would be planted. The General Landscaping requirements 
of this section apply. Plantings pursuant to meeting the requirements of this section may not 
be otherwise required.  

Upon review, the Director will issue a Determination regarding the consistency of the request 
with the Comprehensive Plan and code intent. If approved, the Determination shall grant self-
managed agency status for up to five years, subject to reevaluation. The Director reserves the 
right to withdraw the self-managed agency status should the intent not be met. 

b. Self-managed agencies may choose to plant landscaping required as part of a particular 
development proposal in a location specified in their urban forestry plan. This flexibility can 
be utilized at the agency’s discretion on subsequent site-specific development proposals. 
Each request to utilize this process as part of a development proposal review shall make 
reference to the approved Determination, be supported by running totals of landscaping 
planted in this manner, and include status updates on ongoing health of such landscaping.  

c. Landscaping Buffers, when required, must be provided on the development site and cannot 
be shifted to another site. In addition, to the extent feasible, some portion of required street 
trees and parking lot landscaping shall be planted at the development site, or if shifted from 
the development site shall be planted in proximity to impervious surfaces in order to achieve 
commensurate stormwater benefits.  

 

• Proposed clarification to draft TMC 13.06.502.E (Landscaping requirements table) pertaining to 
Parking Lot Perimeter Landscaping requirements: 

Parking Lot Perimeters shall be planted with a mixture of trees, shrubs and groundcover meeting 
the following requirements: 

 At least one Small Tree per 200 sf, one Medium Tree per 300 sf; or one Large Tree per 400 sf 
of landscaped area. 

 Trees planted shall be generally evenly distributed over the site. 
 Shrubs and groundcover plants as required above. 
 Trees placed to create a canopy in desired locations without obstructing necessary view 

corridors.  
 

 Proposed clarification to draft TMC 13.06.502.E (Landscaping requirements table) pertaining to 
Street trees:  

Exceptions: 
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(1) Street trees are not required in PMI Districts, with the exception of the following gateway 
corridors into the City located within or near the Port of Tacoma: Marine View Drive, 
East 11th Street (west of Portland Avenue), Portland Avenue (south of E. 11th Street), 
Milwaukee Way (south of E. 11th Street), and Port of Tacoma Road (south of E. 11th 
Street).  
 

 Proposed additions to draft TMC 13.06.700 Definitions and illustrations:  

Arborist: An individual engaged in the profession of arboriculture who, through experience, 
education and related training, possesses the competence to provide for or supervise the 
management of trees and other woody plants. 

Caliper: Diameter of a tree’s trunk or stem measured at a point 6 inches above finish grade if the 
resulting measurement is up to and including 4 inches. If the resulting measurement is more than 
4 inches the point of measurement shall be relocated to 12 inches above finish grade. 

Deciduous: A plant that loses its leaves and remains leafless for some months of the year, usually 
in winter (temperate zones) or the dry season (tropical zones). 

Diameter at breast height (DBH):  A tree’s trunk or stem diameter measured at four and one-half 
feet above the ground. 

Genus (pl. genera): A group of plants within a family that is morphologically similar and contains 
one of more species. 

Plants; Plant; Plant Material: These terms refer to vegetation in general, including trees, shrubs, 
vines, groundcovers, ornamental grasses, bulbs, corms, tubers, or herbaceous vegetation. 

Tree Size: Categorized as Large, Medium or Small as determined by the Canopy Factor, which 
takes into account the trees mature height, mature crown spread and growth rate.  The Canopy 
Factor is calculated using the following formula: (mature height in feet) x (mature crown spread 
in feet) x (growth rate number) x 0.01 = Canopy Factor.  The growth rate number is 1 for slow 
growing trees, 2 for moderately growing trees, and 3 for fast growing trees. 
(A) Large Trees = Canopy Factor greater than 90 
(B) Medium Trees = Canopy Factor from 40 to 90 
(C) Small Trees = Canopy Factor less than 40 

 

 Proposed revisions to TMC 13.06A Downtown Tacoma for consistency:  

13.06A.065 Parking Standards 

 

*** 
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D. General Parking Design Standards Applicable to the RPA and All Downtown Zones 

*** 

3. All new surface parking lots, additions to parking lots, parking lots associated with buildings 
undergoing substantial alteration, parking lots increased in size by 50 percent, and parking lots altered on 
50 percent of its surface shall provide a perimeter landscaping strip abutting adjacent sidewalks 
containing a combination of trees, and shrubs and groundcover per the General Landscaping requirements 
and the Parking Lot Perimeter requirements of TMC 13.06.502. 

a. In no case shall fewer than three trees per 100 linear feet of frontage be provided. 

b. Masonry walls no lower than 15” and no higher than 30” may be substituted for shrubs. 

c. For lots greater than 20 stalls, at least 15 percent of the interior area shall be planted with trees, and 
shrubs and groundcover. 

d. All trees shall have a minimum caliper of 2 1/2-inch at the time of planting. 

 

*** 

13.06A.070 Basic design standards. 
 

*** 

3. Four Small Trees, Three Medium Trees, or Two Large One street trees shall be provided per each 
25 100 linear feet of frontage, with tree grates or alternative pervious surface materials covering the pits, 
in conformance with City the General Landscaping requirements of TMC 13.06.502. This standard, in its 
entirety, shall apply to all new construction, additions, substantial alterations, and when 50 percent or 
more of the existing sidewalk is replaced. One sStreet trees shall be provided, consistent with the 
requirements of this standard, proportionate with the linear length for each 25 linear feet of existing 
sidewalk that is replaced. Existing street trees shall be counted toward meeting this standard. Trees and 
grates should generally conform to the Tacoma Downtown Streetscape Study and Design Concepts. 

a. The required street trees should generally be evenly spaced to create or maintain a rhythmic pattern, but 
can be provided with variations in spacing and/or grouped to accommodate driveways, building 
entrances, etc. To achieve consistency with the existing pattern of tree spacing, the quantity of required 
street trees may be modified. 

b. Tree pits shall be covered by tree grates, or alternative pervious surface materials, to accommodate 
pedestrians in the planting area. The use of tree grates will be determined by the presence of existing 
grates in the district, and the width and function of the sidewalk. 

c. Residential development may substitute plantings for grates or alternative tree pit pervious surface 
materials. 

d. Where existing areaways, vaults or insufficient sidewalk widths prevent this form of planting, trees 
may be planted in planters that are generally in conformance with the Tacoma Downtown Streetscape 
Study and Design Concepts and the technical guidance of the Urban Forest Manual. 

e. All trees shall have a minimum caliper of 2 1/2-inch at the time of planting. 
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